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Abstract

Smart homes are becoming increasingly popular as a result of advances in ma-

chine learning and cloud computing. Devices such as smart thermostats and speakers

are now capable of learning from user feedback and adaptively adjust their settings

to human preferences. Nonetheless, these devices might in turn impact human be-

havior. To investigate the potential impacts of smart homes on human behavior

we simulate a series of Hierarchical-Reinforcement Learning-based human models ca-

pable of performing various activities namely setting temperature and humidity for

thermal comfort inside a Q-Learning-based smart home model. We then investigate

the possibility of the human models’ behaviors being altered as a result of the smart

home and the human model adapting to one another. We then integrate our human

model in the environment along with the smart home model and perform rigorous

experiments considering various scenarios involving a single human model and two

human models. Our experiments show that with the smart home, the human model

can exhibit unexpected behaviors like frequent changing of activities and an increase

in the time required to modify the thermal preferences. With two human models, we

interestingly observe that certain combinations of models result in normal behaviors,

while other combinations exhibit the same unexpected behaviors as those observed

from the single human experiment.
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Given that the smart home model uses parameters like temperature, humidity,

and activity to learn the user’s thermal preferences, it lacks personalization for the

occupant. To address this, we modify our smart home model to obtain a partially

observable smart home system based on the partial-observable Markov decision pro-

cess, where the state of the human model is unknown. The smart home maintains a

belief over each possible human state to approximate the hidden human state using

its thermal parameters. Subsequently, it learns the personalized thermal preference

of multiple human models. We demonstrate that our improved model can reasonably

approximate up to 5 occupants and also learn their thermal preferences with incom-

plete state information. Our simulated experiment achieves classification accuracies

of 0.98, 0.91, 0.76, and 0.67 for 2 to 5 human occupants in the smart home.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Problem Statement

Smart homes enable users to manage various devices such as thermostats, lights,

speakers, and others, through devices such as smartphones, tablets, etc. The im-

plementation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in homes and devices [1, 2] has increased

significantly with the aim of learning and making rational decision for users that

would otherwise require manual intervention. Such improvements, along with the

Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm, which has facilitated significant progress in this

area by allowing remote control and communication of smart devices in homes, have

ultimately created the notion of ‘smart ’ homes. Consequently, modern smart homes

are now able to utilize Deep Learning (DL) and Reinforcement Learning (RL) to learn

personalized schedules of daily activities and behaviour patterns. For instance, smart

homes possess the ability to manage and optimize electricity usage [3,4], maintain air

quality [5–7], and more.

Despite the recent rise in popularity of smart devices and smart homes, the im-

plications and impact of the interactions between such environments and humans

1



1.1. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 2

has not been fully explored. For instance, it has been shown in [8, 9] that help from

artificial agents can increase performance efficiency, productivity, and happiness in

individuals. On the other hand, it has been shown in some literature [10, 11] that

RL-enabled agents/environments can exploit loopholes in the environment to max-

imize their own received reward regardless of its impact on the user. Accordingly,

analyzing and understanding the impact of RL-enabled smart homes on humans is

of critical importance. This especially becomes challenging when more than one user

occupies the home given the different behaviour and preferences of the occupants.

There are two possible routes for investigating the impact of RL-enabled smart

homes on humans. The first route is to collect real data from homes with a number

of smart IoT elements, along with a large number of occupants, over long periods

of time (often years) [12, 13]. Additionally, this approach will be concerned with

issues such as privacy and security. The second approach, which has been used in

prior work such as [14–16], relies on simulation to evaluate such interaction impacts.

This category of approaches relies on specific assumptions or iterations on particular

aspects of the home and the humans, both represented as RL agents, and can be

replicated numerous times to provide confident outcomes.

In this thesis, we aim to tackle the following problems.

1. The first problem that we aim to investigate is the impact of smart homes on

humans in a fully simulated setting. The aim is to investigate how smart homes

will influence different users with different thermal perception and preferences.

2. The second problem is to investigate the said impact when multiple users are

integrated with the smart home.

3. The third goal is to explore how smart homes can identify each occupant (when

Shashi Suman - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



1.2. SOLUTION OVERVIEW 3

multiple occupants are available) given limited information (i.e., the thermal

and humidity preferences of each occupant) in order to learn personalized ther-

mal preferences.

1.2 Solution Overview

Problems 1 and 2 are investigated in Chapter 3, where we design a simulated

human model that can learn to pursue a number of different activities (e.g., physical

workout, watching television, etc) and also change the temperature and humidity

(TH) settings to an optimal preference. To this end, we model the human agents

using Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL) [15,17] given that HRL has shown

to be sufficiently representative of how humans make decision in real scenarios [15,18,

19]. We then model the smart home using table based Q-Learning to learn the TH

preferences of simulated human models. We begin with training the human model

on a number of activities where the agent learns to set TH and then continues the

activity. We then train the smart home until convergence, where it learns from the

preferences set by the human agent for each given activity. Finally, after training

the smart home we integrate it in the environment with the trained human model

and observe how the human agent behaves when the smart home takes charge of

adjusting the thermal settings. Next, we tackle problem (3) by redesigning the smart

home model to solve the environment with limited information about the occupants.

Here, we modify the smart home to recognize the occupants based on their thermal

preferences for each given activity. We then evaluate the performance of the modified

smart home with multiple users and also look into the changes in the behavior of

occupants.

Shashi Suman - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
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1.3 Contributions

Our contributions in this thesis are as follows:

• We model a smart home with RL to learn to optimize ambient parameters,

namely temperature and humidity, for maximizing the human agents’ com-

fort. We then model a simulated human agent that is based on Hierarchical

Reinforcement Learning capable of pursuing and switching between various ac-

tivities. The agent can also control the temperature and humidity levels within

each activity in order to manage its own comfort.

• Through our simulations, we find that in an environment that follows well-

established physics laws of heating and humidity, the co-existence of the RL-

based smart home and the human model can lead to unexpected changes in the

optimal policy that would otherwise not be present without the smart home,

resulting in a change in the behaviour of the human model.

• We then perform additional experiments to consider a scenario where two hu-

man models simultaneously pursue their activities and try to optimize their

comfort in parallel in a single home environment. We discover that unintended

behaviors are present with models that have less overlapping comfort ranges

and different reward structures while human models with overlapping comfort

ranges permute their activities to settle for a common thermal preference.

• We modify the smart home to learn thermal preferences of users in an environ-

ment where limited information is available about the users. We demonstrate

that our setup allows for the smart home to learn the distribution of thermal

preferences of each user using Bayesian modelling to identify the occupants in

Shashi Suman - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
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the environment. In order to fully evaluate the performance, we introduce a

model of smart home that uses deep reinforcement learning to learn the history

of observations of thermal preferences to approximate the user information.

• Our simulations show that with few humans in the smart home, both models

recognize the occupants precisely without any unintended changes in behavior.

With more human models however, the deep reinforcement learning approach

struggles to set correct temperature and humidity preferences due to preference

overlapping. This in turn results in an increase in the time required to set

temperature and humidity when compared with Bayesian model.

1.4 Publications

The following manuscripts [20, 21] have resulted from the work presented in this

thesis:

• Shashi Suman, Ali Etemad, and Francois Rivest, “Potential Impacts of Smart

Homes on Human Behavior: A Reinforcement Learning Perspective”, AAAI-21

Workshop on AI For Behavior Change, 2021.

• Shashi Suman, Ali Etemad, and Francois Rivest, “Potential Impacts of Smart

Homes on Human Behavior: A Reinforcement Learning Approach”, arXiv preprint

arXiv:2102.13307, 2021.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

Shashi Suman - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



1.5. THESIS OUTLINE 6

• Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive literature review on interaction and be-

havior analysis of a simulated human model with RL based agents. It includes

a background on the possibility of using RL to model human behavior and

decision making.

• Chapter 3 presents one of our main contributions. We first describe the RL-

based smart home and human models and their architectures. We then discuss

a mathematical model of the human thermal comfort based on temperature,

humidity, and other factors. Finally, we perform experiments where we integrate

the smart home with one or more human models within the environment to

explore the possibility of smart homes impacting human behavior. The results

are then presented and thoroughly discussed in this chapter.

• Chapter 4 presents our second main contribution, in which we tackle user

recognition and thermal comfort optimization in smart homes given only limited

information about the human model. First, we describe in depth the modified

smart home model that is based on Bayesian modelling. We then describe how

the modified smart home can identify different users in the environment using

thermal preferences. Finally, to compare our Bayesian smart home model’s

performance, we implement another baseline smart home model using deep

reinforcement learning and compare the human model’s performance with each

variation of the smart home.

• Chapter 5 provides a summary of our work and potential future directions, as

well as a discussion on the limitations of our experiments.

Shashi Suman - Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Overview

This section discusses about related work of AI in smart environments that uses

machine learning. It also discusses about the interaction between humans and smart

agents, their consequences, and environmental exploitation. We then discuss about

how human behavioral parameters like decision, optimism can be explained and mod-

eled using RL. Lastly we discuss about user identification in smart homes and smart

devices.

2.2 RL in Smart Environments

Recent advances in machine learning have enabled smart devices to learn user

behaviors and preferences for enhanced user experience and comfort. For instance,

in [2] smart thermostats were capable of learning user thermal preferences in real-time

using Bayesian networks. In [22], neural networks were used to predict user behaviors

in smart homes to adjust the ambient thermal conditions. In [23], authors propose

Body Mass Index estimation using smart beds and also accurately identify individual

7



2.2. RL IN SMART ENVIRONMENTS 8

users based on their BMI index by using the pressure points exerted by various body

parts. Similarly, in [23], pressure points of body on smart beds are used to estimate

the pose of the human. Their algorithm also generates an image based on the pressure

points and can localize individual body parts.

RL algorithms have also begun to make their way into SHS. In [1], value iter-

ation, a reward-based algorithm, was used to learn user preferences about lighting,

conditional on the number of occupants, time of day, and surrounding illumination.

Multi-agent deep Q-Networks have been used in [4] to learn the energy cost of smart

home appliances. Deep RL was employed in [3] for energy minimization along with a

neural network that predicted user thermal comfort. This was further extended in [24]

where air quality for a particular temperature was controlled using the Double Deep

Q-Network (Double DQN) algorithm while also minimizing the energy consumption.

Similarly in [7] Q-Learning was used to control the indoor ventilation to maintain

air quality by learning the rate of CO2 generation from individuals. An autonomous

ventilation system was designed in [6] that learned to maintain the indoor air quality

using DQN in a simulated environment, managing to reduce the energy consumption

as well. Similarly in [5], an air quality sensing system was developed where robots

sensed the air quality via sensors and optimized their navigation path using Partial

Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and Double DQN. In [25], smart

homes use deep learning approach to predict falls from short video clips using Long

Short Term Memory (LSTM). In [26], authors use RL to reduce energy consumption

in smart homes without any prior knowledge of the home. Similarly, in [27], smart

homes use self-supervised learning to detect user location within the home by antic-

ipating their WiFi signal strength and also re-learning whenever the uncertainty in
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the prediction arises. Authors in [28] propose a smart home model based on Guas-

sian mixtures and Support Vector Machines that uses the subtle sounds that human

generally make when they are happy, distressed, in pain etc and then use them to

classify their mood, and identify the users.

2.3 Human interaction with Reinforcement Learning

A number of studies have explored the interaction between humans and RL sys-

tems. For instance, [29] discusses the notion of placing humans in the loop to provide

feedback while an agent plays Atari games. With this approach, the learning stabil-

ity of the agent increased as the number of iterations required for convergence was

reduced. Similarly in [30], bots learned to converse through feedback from humans

using the Reinforce algorithm, resulting in an improved learning curve. Also in [31],

RL agents learning curve improved significantly with human feedback. The agents

also avoided catastrophic decisions that have a huge penalty and also improve overall

Q-values of the states the agent visited. In [32], the authors use human feedback

to learn in game environments. Here whenever a feedback is received, it is used to

overwrite the reward that the agent was supposed to receive thus shaping the reward

function for the entire MDP. Interestingly, their agent rejects human feedback if it is

inconsistent with the previous and next states assuming it to be random. Similarly,

in [33], the proposed agent first practices in the environment initially and then asks

the critic to analyze its trajectory of the policy it has learned. Authors show that

the amount of exploration time required in plain RL is more when compared to time

required with a critic in the loop overseeing the policy. With the above studies, it
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can be observed that human feedback improves the learning curve, reduces the explo-

ration time. However, RL is time consuming and cannot always incorporate humans

in the loop and if we do, we need a non-biased human during the entire learning

process of the agent and inconsistencies can lead to learning non-optimal behavior.

Interestingly, some studies have discovered potential negative or unintended con-

sequences of human-RL interactions that lead to sub-optimal policies. For instance,

it was shown in [29] that in complex environments where the human is unsure about

the nature of feedback it has to provide to the agents, AI learning frequently fails.

Moreover, in some other studies, it has been shown that RL agents can exploit cer-

tain rules in the environment to maximize their reward regardless of its implications

on the overall system. For example in [10] the agent exploited the environment to

obtain indefinite rewards, while in [34], the agent exploited the physics engine of the

environment to win the game to accumulate high rewards instead of solving the envi-

ronment. Similarly, in [35], authors asked the human participants to rate the videos

of games played by RL agents. Each RL had different competence level. It was found

that human evaluators’s evaluation were dependent on their previous gaming agents

suggesting that bias increases when humans have a pre-conditioned context. High

variance in feedback by the participants lead to worse score. In [36], some partici-

pants provided high amount of feedback even when the agent was behaving optimally

while some participants reduced their feedback when optimal behavior was achieved

leading the agent to believe that the policy is not optimal as rewards have decreased.

With theses outcomes we can conclude that human feedback is not always benefi-

cial for the agent and inconsistent feedback can be a hurdle for the agent to achieve

optimal performance.
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2.4 Reinforcement Learning for Modelling Humans

Modeling human behavior as an artificial agent is a challenging task due to the

existence of a large number of factors that govern our behaviors. As a result, its

underlying learning mechanisms and associated reward systems are still open research

problems. However, since the discovery of links between dopamine and the reward

prediction error signal in RL [37] that suggest existing of Temporal Difference learning

suggest that RL models can be considered as a key in studying multiple facets of

human behaviours including learning, motivation, addiction, decision making, and

numerous diseases [38]. RL models of learning, behaviours, and brains rewarding

structure are now well established and used in a large number of publications [39].

For example, in [40], it was shown that specific parts in the brain reduce the dimension

of the problem to a level in which expected rewards can be maximized. The modelled

data showed high similarity with the features learned using RL. Authors also describe

feature RL as an RL technique that learns the weights for a specific feature of a

task which is generally referred as importance of a state/feature. The weight is

proportional to the attention required in that specific state/feature. The interesting

results were more accurate when a decay term was introduced that models the concept

of forgetting in the human brain for a state that has not been visited for a long time.

This variation (decay based) of feature RL showed higher similarity to the human

data suggesting that RL algorithms can indeed be used to represent how humans

take actions.

Authors in [41] showed hierarchical RL to be more accurate in contextualizing and

generalizing tasks, and measuring variations in performance between the users when

compared with flat RL. In [18], hierarchical RL showed high accuracy in sentiment
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classification where the authors divided the entire structure in three levels. The first

level removes the noise so relevant clauses can be selected. The second layer extracts

sentiment relevant words and then the final level rewards for correct sentence and

sentiment word selection. In [16], experiments show that humans select tasks by an-

ticipating rewards from other tasks as well and then choose the task with the highest

priority. Authors divided their hierarchical algorithm into two distinct levels where

the first level selects the best policy at a given timeframe and the child level selects

actions within that policy. The accuracy achieved by HRL has similar trajectory to

human data whereas flat RL and Bayesian RL mostly underestimated and overesti-

mated the prediction. Their HRL algorithm also captured the task switching cost

when compared to human data but wasn’t observed with flat RL and Bayesian RL.

The division of a given task into smaller subtasks and then learning a policy of

each subtasks is also supported in [42] [19] [43] where it was shown that humans in

general divide a given task into sub-tasks and solve them in a hierarchical order that

would return the highest reward at the end. Their experiments showed that switching

between tasks implies a cost which is dependent on the time and complexity of the

task while switching. Thus it is important to minimize the swithcing costs but also

accumulate highest cumulative reward. This was also shown in [44] that discusses

about the presence of hierarchical structures in the brain while making decisions,

suggesting that we possess a cognitive control of sub-tasks based on their positions

in the hierarchy order. Humans in general can quickly learn the switching points and

pursue with the tasks based on their priority. These studies, among others, back the

plausibility of using HRL-based models for simulating human decision making and

behaviour in interaction with smart agents or environments.
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Chapter 3

Impact of Smart Home on User Behavior

3.1 Overview

Smart Home Systems (SHS) have drastically evolved in recent years due to ad-

vances in AI, enhanced connectivity, affordability, and the IoT. For instance, smart

thermostats [2] and smart device schedulers [45] are increasing in popularity everyday.

These devices and the ecosystems which they create, aim to enhance human quality

of life by saving time and costs, and by increasing comfort. On the other hand, the

increased use of AI and automation in our daily lives has begun to impact human

performance [8]. For instance, it was shown in [9] that with increased efficiency in hu-

man performance, which can be the result of automation and the use of AI, happiness

also increases.

RL has been widely used to enable agents to learn from feedback provided either

by other agents or the environment [46]. As a result, it has been extensively used in

intelligent/automated agents [47]. While RL-based agents generally learn to optimize

their performance for maximizing received rewards, the maximized received reward

may only be optimal from the perspective of the agent without achieving the goal of

13
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the environment (assuming that the environment has its own objective). For example,

it was shown in [10] that a smart agent can exploit the environment to gain significant

rewards by taking advantage of an edge-case in the rules of the environment without

completing the game.

In recent years, SHS have also begun to utilize RL for learning from human in-

teractions and feedback in order to provide customized and personalized user experi-

ence [1] [2]. While intelligent agents such as SHS generally provide value and increase

quality of life, we question whether it is possible for an SHS powered by RL to learn

to exploit the intricacies of human behaviours in order to maximize its own reward

regardless of its implications on the humans.

In this thesis, we tackle this problem by investigating if it is possible for an adaptive

RL-based smart home to exploit assumptions in the environment and consequently

change the behaviors of the human agents while trying to maximize its received reward

by controlling thermal comfort parameters. To do so, we run a set of experiments

on an RL-based simulated smart home and human agents in three steps. In the first

step, we train a Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning based human model to pursue a

set of activities while also setting temperature and humidity (TH) parameters to gain

maximum activity-based rewards and thermal comfort rewards. In the second step,

we train the smart home model with our trained human model. Here, the SHS learns

to anticipate the thermal preference of the human model for each activity from the

received feedback. In the final step, we integrate the trained human model into the

smart home, and run/evaluate them together. Here, the SHS receives the tempera-

ture, humidity, and activity as observations, and sets the temperature and humidity

in order to provide maximum comfort to the human model for that activity, based on
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Figure 3.1: A home equipped with an SHS (Signal symbol) in each room and a
single human model that pursues 3 activities where Activity 0 is rest indicating light
activity, Activity 1 is watching TV indicating medium activity, and Activity 2 is
physical workout indicating heavy activity.

its learned policy. For the smart home to learn to adapt to human preferences based

on activities, we use Q-Learning [48]. For the human model, we utilize Hierarchical

Reinforcement Learning, which is capable of efficiently modeling the ability of the

human agent to switch between activities [49]. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of our

study. Our simulations show that indeed unintended consequences can be caused in

certain scenarios, as we observe behavioral changes exhibited by the human agent

such as frequently switching between the activities along with increased time-steps

to set the TH settings. We also perform multi-human experiments where two human

agents are simultaneously integrated into a single home. Interestingly, we observe

that in this scenario, human models are able to change their task order to minimize

the differences between their TH preferences as to reduce the time spent in changing

TH and maximize their comfort.
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We model a smart home with RL to learn to optimize ambient parameters, namely

temperature and humidity for maximizing human agents’ comfort. We then model a

simulated human agent capable of pursuing and switching between various activities.

The agent can also control the temperature and humidity levels in order to manage

its own comfort. Through our simulations, we show that in an environment that

follows well-established physics laws of heating and humidity, the co-existence of the

RL-based SHS and the human model can lead to unexpected changes in the optimal

policy that would otherwise not be present without the SHS, resulting in a change in

the behaviour of the human model.

Not being limited to a single human model in the environment, we then perform

additional experiments to consider a scenario where two human models simultane-

ously pursue their activities and try to optimize their comfort in parallel in a home

environment. We discover that unintended behaviors are present with models that

have less overlapping comfort ranges and different reward structures.

3.2 Methods

We aim to investigate whether for human agent H capable of interleaving a set

of activities through policy πH, there exists an RL-based SHS, M, that can change

the human behavior in an attempt to maximize comfort. Specifically, for a policy

πH which H learns in the absence of M, we aim to obtain πH
′ 6= πH when M is

integrated into the environment. To do so, we assumeM controls TH combined with

an existing HRL model for H. We design H capable of carrying out the activities

rest, leisure, and physical workout, which are three common categories of activities in

normal human life, through policy πH. M will learn to anticipate the TH preferences
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ofH, such thatH would feel more comfortable while completing the activities through

a different policy πH
′. In the next two sections, we describe M and four variations

of H to evaluate whether our hypothesis on the possibility of obtaining πH
′ 6= πH is

correct.

3.2.1 Smart Home System

We model the SHS using a Markov Decision Process (MDP) defined by the tuple

< S,A, P, R, γ >, where S is the set of discretized states, A is the set of actions,

P (s′|s, a) is the probability to go to state s′ when taking action a in state s, R(s, a)

is the expected reward given when taking action a in state s, and γ is the discounted

factor devaluing rewards received later in time. The objective is to learn a policy

π(s) which returns the action to take in state s that maximises the expected sum of

future rewards given as
∑∞

t=1 γ
trt, where rt is the reward received after taking the tth

action. The expected sum of future rewards received for taking action a in state s by

following policy π is given by the Bellman equation:

Qπ(s, a) =
∑
s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)[R(s, a) + γQπ(s′, π(s′)]. (3.1)

The optimal policy π∗(s) = arg maxa∈A{Q(s, a)} is obtained using Q-Learning [50].

Given a transition from state s to state s′ using action a and reward r, the update

rule is given by:

Q(s, a)← (1− α)Q(s, a) + α

[
r + γmax

a′∈A
{Q(s′, a′)}

]
, (3.2)
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where α is the learning rate. While learning, actions are selected using a decaying

ε-Greedy policy to keep a balance between exploration and exploitation. The ε-Greedy

policy is given by

π(s) =


arg maxa∈A{Q(s, a)} with probability 1− ε

a ∈ A with probability ε/|A|
. (3.3)

Based on the ε value, the agent decides between a random versus a greedy action,

where the value of ε decays exponentially from 1 with each iteration down to 0.005.

This helps in keeping some arbitrariness while exploring all possible states. This The

reward function for the SHS is defined as:

RSHS =


−1 if Hi makes a change

0 otherwise

. (3.4)

The smart home receives state s that consists of temperature, humidity, and

the current activity that our human model is pursuing as a discrete state. Given

that many recent wearable devices that track human activity can now be integrated

into smart-home applications, we include the human activity in the observation that

the smart home receives as a state to ensure the smart home can incorporate the

activity when setting the temperature thus learning preference of the model for a

specific activity. Based on this observation, the smart home may take an action to

increase, maintain, or decrease the temperature or humidity respectively. The smart

home receives a negative reward (-1) every time the human changes the TH, thus,

encouraging the smart home to set the TH to the human preference.
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To simulate realistic changes in temperature and humidity of the environment,

we use thermal calculations based on Newton’s law of cooling [51] assuming the dew-

point to be constant because of low deviation in temperatures to keep Newton’s law

from breaking. If we consider our Human temperature preference to be Th and the

surrounding temperature at time t as Tt, then the temperature at the next time-step

can be expressed as:

Tt+1 = Th + (Tt − Th)e−k, (3.5)

where t is the number of time-steps and k = 0.8 is the decay constant that can be

used to decide how fast or slow the desired temperature is achieved. For simplicity,

we ignore the heat generated by the human body’s metabolism which varies due to

sweat evaporation, radiation, convection, and conduction. Hence, we keep the mean

radiant temperature at 22 degrees to reduce the complexity.

To simulate the changes in humidity within the environment when the user makes

changes in the temperature, we use the August-Roche-Magnus approximation [52].

As per definition, relative humidity in terms of dry bulb temperature and dew-point

temperature can be approximately expressed as:

Rh = 100× e
17.625×Td
243.04+Td

e
17.625×T
243.04+T

, (3.6)

where T is the room temperature (Eq. (3.5)) and Td is the dew-point temperature.

Similarly, when the human agent or the smart home sets the humidity, changes in

temperature can be defined approximately as:

T = 243.04×
17.625×Td
243.04+Td

− ln Rh

100

17.625 + ln Rh

100
− 17.625×Td

243.04+Td

, (3.7)
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Figure 3.2: Relative Humidity vs Temperature plot for various dew-point tempera-
ture using August-Roche-Magnus approximation in a closed environment. Relative
Humidity rises as air cools and vice-versa.

where T is the approximate temperature in ◦C given current relative humidity Rh

and dew-point temperature Td. Since most homes are thermally insulated, very little

variation is observed in temperature and humidity, making the dew-point fairly stable.

In this thesis, the simulated temperature varies between 15◦C and 30◦C. The dew-

point does not vary much within this range as shown in Figure 3.2, thus we consider

a fixed dew-point of Td = 4◦C for our simulations.

3.2.2 Human Thermal Comfort.

To represent human thermal comfort, we use the Fanger [13] model that provides

an empirical solution. One of the important parameters described by the model

is called the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) giving an understanding of the human
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sensation towards thermal comfort. This is the mean response for a large group

of people for various thermal conditions. The PMV index spans from -3 to 3 with 3

being the hottest feeling, -3 being the coldest feeling, and 0 being the most comfortable

feeling. PMV depends on six factors, which are the dry-bulb temperature, relative

humidity, clothing index, wind speed, and metabolism index (specific to each activity).

Based on [13], the clothing index for rest, leisure, and physical workout is 0.5, 0.67,

and 0.36 respectively. Similarly, we have set wind speed in the surroundings to be

0. The optimal PMV range for the best comfort lies between -0.5 to 0.5. For our

human model, we represent human comfort with the PMV indicator. The PMV score

is calculated by the following equations as defined by Fanger [13]:

PMV = 3.155× (0.303 exp−0.114M +0.028)L (3.8)

Here M is the metabolism rate dependent on the activity and L is thermal load which

is equivalent to the difference between the rate of metabolic heat generation and heat

loss from the body assuming that the environmental conditions are ideal. For this

thesis, we have used a Python package [53] that has fully implemented the thermal

model.

3.2.3 Human Basic Model

We need a human model H that can: (i) represent approximately how humans

adapt based on reward; (ii) carry out or switch between tasks; and (iii) set TH to

gain comfort and reward. Accordingly, we use reinforcement learning for the human

model as such approaches have frequently been used for modeling human behaviors

and adaptation based on rewards [54] [49] [15] [55] [56]. In particular, an HRL model
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capable of capturing human behaviors in selecting, completing, and switching among

different tasks has been proposed in [15] [49] [55].

We design H such that within a limited time window N , it learns to select or

leave the available or ongoing activities to maximize reward. We use a discounted

Hierarchically-MAXQ (HMAXQ) algorithm from [17], which was shown to simulate

well-known human behavior of task-interleaving [15]. In this formulation, the goal

can be broken down into a hierarchy of sub-problems where each sub-problem is a

separate Semi-Markov Decision Process (SMDP) that the human model has to learn.

This allows us to combine primitive actions to create more composite ones. We select

three possible types of activity classes based on activity intensity for the human agent:

‘rest’ for low intensity, ‘leisure’ for medium intensity, and ‘physical workout’ for high

intensity. Each activity class has a different cost function, state-space, and PMV

preferences. The entire hierarchy has four composite actions and six primitive (non-

SMDP) actions as shown in Figure 3.3. An SMDP is similar to an MDP, with the

exception that some actions can take multiple time-steps to be completed, and hence

the agent receives delayed rewards. This is due to the fact that some actions are

represented as macros consisting of sequences of actions.

We divide the hierarchy for H into three distinct levels. The first level is the

root node SMDP. The root subroutine chooses an activity that returns a maximum

cumulative reward. The second level consists of tasks that the human agent must

perform. Each task is an SMDP subroutine that models the progress within an

activity based on the time spent in it so far. This helps us to generalize the interleaving

ability of humans within activities. In each activity, the human can either continue

or leave the activity, or decide to change either the temperature or humidity as the
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Figure 3.3: Hierarchical model representation for our simulated human. Rectangles
are composite SMDP subroutines and ovals are primitive actions.

third level in the hierarchy.

To model our HMAXQ-based human agent, we use a three-part value function

decomposition as described in [15, 17] and given by:

Qr(a, s) =



∑
s′ P (s′|s, a)R(a, s′) if a is primitive

Qr(child(i), s) +Qc(child(i), s, π
child(i)

(s))

if a = i is composite

(3.9)

Qc(i, s, a) =
∑
SS

P ′(s′, t|s, a)γt[Qr(πi(s
′), s′)

+Qc(i, s
′, πi(s

′))]

(3.10)

Qe(i, s, a) =
∑
EX

P ′(s′, t|s, a)γtQπ(p(i), s′, πp(i)(s
′)) (3.11)
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where Qr is the expected discounted reward for taking action a, Qc is the expected

discounted reward for completing the subroutine i after the agent takes action a in

state s, Qe refers to all the rewards external to the current subroutine (i.e., after

exiting the current subroutine), and p(i) is the parent subroutine of i. SS are the

states that exist within the same subroutine of s. EX are the exit states for the

current subroutine where the human can leave the task. The value of γ in Eq. 3.10 can

be used to control the behavior of our human agent. A smaller value of γ models the

attractiveness of attaining nearby rewards thus increases switching to an activity that

has a high reward. A larger value avoids switching between activities and increases

the reward horizon of the agent to complete the activity. Our human model can exit

from a task at any given state, hence, every state is considered as an exit state. i

indicates the node value of each task in the hierarchy. 0 is assigned to the root node

at level 1, and 1, 2, 3, ... are assigned to the composite tasks for the consecutive levels.

Figure 3.4 shows the decomposition of the value function describing the trajectory of

Q value for the agent in terms of Qr, Qc, and Qe.

The full Bellman equation for the the hierarchy is given by:

Qπ(i, s, a) =


Qr(a, s) +Qc(0, s, a) if i = 0 is root

Qr(a, s) +Qc(i, s, a) +Qe(i, s, a) otherwise

(3.12)

where π is the policy. The Bellman equation for the root does not contain Qe because

there is no external subroutine at the root level that provides external rewards to the

root node.
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Figure 3.4: Hierarchical Representation the decomposed Q function, where Qr is the
immediate reward for primitive action, Qc is the reward to complete the subroutine,
and Qe is the expected reward from external subroutines. s is the current state and
s′ is the next state.

3.2.4 Optimality

Hierarchical Reinforcement learning is categorized into two notions for an optimal

solution. i) Recursive Optimal and ii) Hierarchical Optimal. In Recursive Optimal or

MAXQ [57], the expected return for performing a subtask a is Qπ(i, s, a) = Qr(a, s)+

Qc(i, s, a). The expected external reward Qe(i, s, a) after the completion of subtask

i 6= 0 is not a part of the value function which makes MAXQ a Recursive Optimal

solution. In contrast, in Hierarchical Optimal [17], when solving the entire hierarchy,

the policy is hierarchically optimal given the rewards from the external subroutines

(Eq. 3.11). Each task may or may not be locally optimal. The Bellman equation for

Hierarchical Optimal is given in Eq. 3.12.

In this thesis, we have taken H as a Hierarchical Optimal agent to imitate the

switching ability of humans where they have context about the external rewards from

other available tasks. The learning rules can be found in [17].
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Algorithm 1 A Model-free discrete time hierarchically optimal discounted reward
RL algorithm for Human Model

1: function HMAXQ(Task i, State st)
2: let visitedStates = [ ] be the sequence of states visited while executing task i.
3: if i is a primitive action then
4: execute action i in state s, observe the next state st+1 and reward
R(st, st+1, i)

5: Qr
t+1(i, st)

α← R(st+1, st, i)
6: else
7: while i has not terminated do
8: choose action a as per policy πi(s)
9: let childStates = HMAXQ(a, st) is the sequence of states visited while

executing action a
10: get next state st+1

11: let a∗ = arg max
a′εAi(st+1)

[Qr
t (st+1, at+1) +Qc

t(i, st+1, at+1)]

12: for each st in childStates do
13: Qc

t+1(i, st, a)
α← Qc

t(i, st+1, a
∗) +Qr

t (a
∗, st+1)]

14: if st is an exit state then
15: let Ap be the set of actions of parent node.
16: let p(i) be the parent of node i
17: let ae = arg max

a′εAp(st+1)

Q(p(i), st+1, a
′)

18: Qe
t+1(i, st, a)

α← Qp(i, st+1, ae)
19: else
20: Qe

t+1(i, st, a)
α← Qe

t (i, st+1, a
∗)]

21: append childStates infront of visitedStates
22: st+1 = st

23: return visitedStates

3.2.5 Reward Structure

We design the reward structure for all three activity types based on the generalized

assumption a given task can be divided into sub-tasks, which in turn can help humans

switch between them based on given set of priorities [19, 42]. In [15] this is modeled

by rewarding the time-steps required to complete milestone within an activity, and

by penalizing leaving of the activity prior to achieving the milestone. The reward
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Figure 3.5: Penalty -c(s) and Rewards r(s) for leaving or continuing the activity
‘rest’, ‘leisure’, and ‘physical workout’ with respect to the total time spent in the
activity.

represents the motivation that the human agent senses for a given activity in a given

state [58]. Similarly, the penalty models the time required for humans to recall the

forgotten information after an interruption [59].

For our simulations, we have three activities, namely, ‘rest’, ‘leisure’, and ‘physical

workout’ as shown in Figure 3.5. For the ‘rest’ activity (Activity 0), as supported

by [60], we model the reward r(s) such that each period of rest increases the reward

up to a maximum point, while providing smaller rewards for the subsequent periods

(Figure 3.5(a)). For the ‘leisure’ activity (Activity 1), similar to [43, 61], we assume

that the reward decreases over time. In the ‘physical workout’ activity (Activity 2),

spending time on workout increases the performance up to an optimal point, after

which it starts decreasing as modeled by [62]. Occasionally, individuals can extend

their workout and go beyond the fatigue threshold to achieve a considerable milestone

and obtain a high reward as shown in [63, 64] and modeled in our reward function

(Figure 3.5(c)).
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While pursuing any of the activities, it is important for the human model to show

reluctance in switching between tasks and make an effort to continue the current

activity. To elaborate, in [65], it was demonstrated that the task-switching ability of

humans is based on cognitive factors like task attractiveness, priority, engagement,

interest, and others, which are difficult to model since each person might express these

feelings differently. We model this by penalizing the ‘leave’ action (Figure 3.5), as

well as the root to enforce reluctance in frequent task-switching. The root is penalized

with a reward which is given as:

R(0, s, a) = −c(task(s)), (3.13)

where task(s) returns the state of the child SMDP corresponding to root state s, and

c(s) is the penalty for leaving the task. Figure 3.5 shows the penalty (in red) for

leaving the task or activity.

Finally, we integrate a penalty to represent discomfort when the TH is outside the

comfort zone, encouraging the model to make adjustments when needed. Our final

reward structure for the human model H is given by:

R1(s, a) =


r(s)− d if a is continue

−c(s) if a is leave,

(3.14)

Since we want to show that differences between the expected human model used

when training the SHS and the actual human model could lead to issues, we define a
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second reward function for H as:

R2(s, a) =


r(s)− d if a is continue

−c(s) + d if a is leave

(3.15)

where d is defined as:

d0.5 =


|pmv(s)| if |pmv(s)| ≥ 0.5

0 if |pmv(s)| < 0.5

(3.16)

Here pmv(s) is the intrinsic comfort reward given for the current state s, while r(s)

and c(s) are the reward and penalty functions for pursuing and leaving the activity

respectively as shown in Figure 3.5. In both equations pmv(s) returns the thermal

reward of the state as given in Eq. 3.16. In Eq. 3.15, it represents the sense of relief

when humans leave an uncomfortable environment for a more comfortable one and

acts as a penalty if continuing in an uncomfortable environment. In the next section,

we will use Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15 to represent the reward function of various human

agents.

3.3 Experiments and Results

In this section, we describe our experiments and present the results. First, we

utilize only one human agent in a smart home, while in the second sub-section, we

integrate two human agents simultaneously into a single smart home to perform the

studies for a multi-human setting.
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3.3.1 Smart Home with a Single Human Model in Environment

We perform the following experiments to evaluate different assumptions regarding

the human model H while interacting with the SHS. We train each human model for

350 episodes, which are empirically enough for convergence. Next, we train the human

models with the SHS for an additional 150 episodes. We repeat our experiments 50

times to evaluate how the SHS performs with different combinations of TH settings

when initializing the environment. Following we describe the different human models

and experiments along with the obtained results.

First, we explore whether the SHS can learn the preferences of a given general

human model. Second, we test whether such SHS could adapt to a human agent

with a slightly different set of TH preferences. Finally, we test what would happen if

the SHS interacts with a human agent that has a different reward structure than the

general human model.

Experiment 1: Baseline

In this experiment, we explore a baseline scenario where an SHS is trained for

an average human model using the existing thermal comfort sensational model [13].

Here, we aim to show that (1) our human model can indeed learn to complete each

available activity, (2) the SHS can learn to anticipate the human TH preferences,

and (3) the human performance does not exhibit any unexpected behaviors when

integrated into the environment with the SHS.

Let Model HA be a generic human model used to train the SHS with the optimal

comfort PMV indices (i.e. the SHS initial settings) between −0.5 and 0.5 as per [13].

The metabolic rates used by the PMV function for the 3 activities are [1.0, 1.3, 1.8]
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respectively as defined in [13]. The reward function for HA is given by Eq. 3.14.

As seen in Figures 3.6(a) and (b), this experiment shows that ModelHA is capable

of completing each activity along with setting the optimal TH settings. As expected,

with the SHS, the number of time-steps required for HA to correct the TH is reduced

as shown in Figure 3.7, which indicates that the SHS learns to quickly adjust the TH

to the human preference for the current task, and the human to expect the SHS in

doing so.

Experiment 2: Control

In this experiment, our goal is to validate that the SHS can learn to adapt to a

human model with a thermal preference different to that of our average human model

(Model HA). Here, we define Model HB as an agent with slightly different activity-

specific TH preferences compared to Model HA, but with the same reward functions

defined by Eq. 3.14. The metabolic values within the PMV for the three activities

of Model HB are set to [1.10, 1.35, 1.75] based on [13], which also changes the TH

preference as the activity-specific metabolism rates are associated with different TH

values for optimal comfort.

In Figure 3.6(a), we can see that both human models HA and HB, once trained,

converge to the expected behaviors by completing all 3 activities, and spending a few

time-steps tuning the TH at the beginning of each activity. Then, Figure 3.6(b) shows

that once the SHS is integrated into the environment, the amount of time spent by

the human model in adjusting the TH is reduced, without negatively affecting the

completion of activities by the human agent. As expected, with the SHS, the human

model takes fewer time-steps to correct the TH. Figure 3.7 and 3.8 show that for the
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Figure 3.6: Sample plots of activities over time for each model (HA, HB, HC , HD)
with and without the SHS. In (a), (c), (e), each model learns to complete the tasks
without interruption. In (b) and (f), the SHS anticipates human preferences, speeding
up the time for human modelsHA,HB, andHD respectively to complete the activities.
In (d), Model HC (different internal reward structure) behaves erratically in the
presence of SHS. ‘Set i ’ denotes the action of setting TH for the corresponding
activity i.

human agent with the SHS (in green), the time-steps are reduced as compared to the

human model without the SHS (in red) for both Models HA and HB. This concludes
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that the SHS can learn to adapt to Model HB with a different thermal preference

than that of HA. This works well for the TH preferences of an average model HA as

well as for HB with different preferences, showing that the SHS model can adapt to

both generic and specific human model preferences. With Experiments 1 and 2, we

can conclude that the human models in the RL-based smart home can successfully

complete the activities without abruptly leaving any of them while requiring fewer

time-steps to set TH as shown in Figure 3.7 and 3.8.

Experiment 3: Demonstration

In this experiment, we look into the prospect of the SHS learning the preference

of a human that has a different intrinsic thermal reward structure than the ones in

Models HA and HB. Here we introduce two human models namely Model HC and

HD, where both models differ from HA and HB by having an extra reward term for

leaving uncomfortable thermal conditions [49]. We define the reward structures of

Models HC and HD by Eq. 3.15.

The metabolism indices of Model HC are set to [1.80, 1.35, 1.15] for activity 0,

activity 1, and activity 2 respectively which is moderately different from the baseline

(Model HA). Similarly, for Model HD, we set it to [1.15, 1.25, 1.85] for each activity

respectively which is similar to the baseline model. This changes the TH preference

for Model HD during different activities. We are here considering the case where

human models with different reward function might have similar or different thermal

preferences than the baseline model. This helps to learn about the factors that may

possibly impact human model’s behavior in the presence of SHS. The comfortable

PMV range for both models is between -0.25 to 0.25 (d0.25 Eq. 3.16) to simulate a
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Figure 3.7: Experiment 1: PMV trajectory of human model HA while setting TH
for comfort, with and without the SHS. Each colored plot denotes PMV variations
of all activities versus the required time-steps to reach the optimal PMV range while
pursuing the activities. Red: without the SHS, Green: with the SHS.

more constrictive range of PMV for our human agents.

Figure 3.6(c) (in blue) shows the experiment results where Model HC converges to

similar behaviors as Models HA and HB without the smart home. However, with the

smart home, Model HC deviates from the expected behavior (which is completing the

activities without abruptly leaving any of them, as well as setting TH with reduced

time-steps). Figure 3.9 (in green) and 3.10 shows that with the SHS, Model HC takes

more time to set the TH than without the SHS (in red). While trying to complete the

tasks, we also observe that HC occasionally leaves the activities before completing

them (Figure 3.6(d)).

To study this deviation in behavior, we look into the Q values of HC as shown

in Figure 3.11 and Table 3.1. We observe that the overall reward available in exter-

nal subroutines (Qe) increases, making HC seek rewards from other activities instead
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Figure 3.8: Experiment 2: PMV trajectory of human model HB while setting TH
for comfort, with and without the SHS. Each colored plot denotes PMV variations
of all activities versus the required time-steps to reach the optimal PMV range while
pursuing the activities. Red: without the SHS, Green: with the SHS.

of continuing the current activity. Parallel to this, the expected reward to continue

within the same subroutine (Qc) decreases in the presence of SHS indicating less en-

thusiasm to continue and more eagerness to exit to gain rewards from other activities.

From Table 3.1, we can observe a decrease in the mean Qc and an increase in the mean

Qe for each activity with the SHS when compared to without the SHS, indicating the

availability of higher rewards from external activities (subroutines). For any state,

if the Qe value is higher than the Qc value, Model HC decides to leave the current

activity to maximize the rewards by pursuing external activities. Model HC switches

to other activities between subtasks since it involves no penalty. Subtasks are small

achievements within an overall activity as shown in Figure 3.5. The time-step where

our penalty is zero marks the completion of the subtask within an activity. Moreover,

activity switching, loss in activity performance, and loss in effort (similar to Qc) to
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Figure 3.9: Experiment 3: PMV trajectory of human model HC while setting TH
for comfort, with and without the SHS. Each colored plot denotes PMV variations
of all activities versus the required time-steps to reach the optimal PMV range while
pursuing the activities. Red: without the SHS, Green: with the SHS.
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Figure 3.10: Time-steps of human Models HA, HB, HC , and HD while setting TH
for comfort, with and without the SHS.
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Figure 3.11: Experiment 3 Model HC Expected Q values to complete (Qc) the current
subroutine in blue and expected reward from external subroutines (Qe). When the
expected sum of rewards from external subroutines (Qe in orange) are higher than
the expected reward to complete the subroutine (Qc in blue), the model exits the
current subroutine.

continue with incorrect temperature and humidity were also observed in [66].

With the occasional switching between activities, the SHS fails to learn the TH

preference of Model HC during a particular activity which inherently increases the

overall time-steps needed to learn the TH preference of the human model. After

evaluating Model HC (see Table 3.3, we can see that for 50 trials, the mean reward

for Model HC has decreased from 264 to 197 showing a decrease in the performance

of SHS to learn the preference of Model HC with different intrinsic rewards and

metabolism indices. Meanwhile, the standard deviation increased from 3.3 to 18.2,
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Table 3.1: Mean Qc and Qe values of Model HC for each activity with and without
the SHS.

Without SHS With SHS
Qc Qe Qc Qe

Activity 0 0.119 0.0003 0.034 0.018
Activity 1 0.063 0.0002 0.028 0.012
Activity 2 0.117 0.0005 0.045 0.014

Table 3.2: Mean Qc and Qe values of Model HD for each activity with and without
the SHS.

Without SHS With SHS
Qc Qe Qc Qe

Activity 0 0.1298 6.34e-05 0.0304 0.0184
Activity 1 0.0467 7.57e-05 0.0234 0.0161
Activity 2 0.1642 5.50e-05 0.0186 0.0186

similar to our observation in Figure 3.9, which may suggest additional instability in

the overall system.

Next, we compare Model HC with Model HD that has similar metabolism indices

for the activities as the baseline model HA. Figure 3.6(e) shows that without the

SHS, Model HD is able to complete each task and set optimal TH settings. Figure

3.6(f) shows the progress of Model HD successfully completing each activity in the

presence of SHS with occasional switching. Figure 3.12 shows the change in the PMV

while completing all activities versus the required time-steps. As can be seen, with

the SHS (green plot), the number of time-steps required to set the TH is reduced only

by a small margin for Model HD indicating that a different reward function impacts

the performance of the human model as well as the SHS. With the SHS, for HD,

we observe a decrease in the expected Q-value to continue the activity (Qc) and an

increase in the expected Q-value available from external activities (Qe) (see Table 3.2

and Figure 3.13). Evaluations of Model HD (see Table 3.3) shows that with the SHS,
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Figure 3.12: Experiment 3: PMV trajectory of human model HD while setting TH
for comfort, with and without the SHS. Each colored plot denotes PMV variations
of all activities versus the required time-steps to reach the optimal PMV range while
pursuing the activities. Red: without the SHS, Green: with the SHS.

the mean reward increase while the time-steps decrease.

With the above experiments, we arrive at the following conclusions.

• Our smart home model can successfully learn to anticipate thermal preference

of a given model (i.e., HA), which does not show an anomaly in the presence

of smart home. When integrated with the SHS, HA spends fewer time-steps

to change the TH without any unintended behaviour like excessive switching

between activities.

• When a human model with a slightly different thermal preference (HB) is in-

troduced in the environment, the SHS can learn and adapt according to its

preference, thus also managing to reduce the number of time-steps needed to

changed the TH.
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Figure 3.13: Experiment 3 ModelHD Expected Q values to complete (Qc) the current
subroutine in blue and expected reward from external subroutines (Qe). When the
expected sum of rewards from external subroutines (Qe in orange) are higher than
the expected reward to complete the subroutine (Qc in blue), the model exits the
current subroutine.

• When a model with a different reward function and different TH preference

(HC) is integrated into the environment, it exhibits an unexpected behavior by

frequently switching between activities, resulting in an increase in time-steps.

• When a model with a different reward function but similar TH preference (HD)

compared to the baseline model is integrated into the SHS, frequent switch-

ing between activities is also observed, and the time-steps to set the TH are

relatively high.
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Table 3.3: Mean Time-Steps (MTS) required to change TH, Mean Reward (MR) ±
standard deviation for each model with and without SHS.

Without SHS With SHS
MTS MR MTS MR

Model HA 21 253 ± 3.2 11 260 ± 5.6
Model HB 13 255 ± 4.3 08 256 ± 9.7
Model HC 26 264 ± 3.3 36 197 ±18.2
Model HD 22 255 ± 5.6 26 201 ± 12.3

Table 3.4: Example of Possible Temperature and Humidity combination in PMV
range [-0.25, 0.25] for Model HC with metabolism rate of 1.0.

Temperature ◦C Humidity %
25 65
25 70
26 30
26 35
26 40
26 45
26 50
26 55
26 60
26 65
26 70
27 30

3.3.2 Smart Home with Multiple Human Models in Environment

In the previous experiments, we explored the impacts of SHS on human perfor-

mance in an environment with a single human agent. To further extend the above

experiments and explore the behavioral performance of multi-human models with and

RL-based SHS, we also consider a case of two human models pursuing their activities

in the same environment. Our aim with these experiments is to explore whether the

SHS can learn the preferences of (a) two human models with similar thermal prefer-

ences; (b) two human models with different intrinsic reward and thermal preferences;
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(c) two human models with same reward function but different from (a); and (d) two

human models with different intrinsic rewards but similar thermal preferences.

Experiments

We first train the the two HRL-based human models such that each can pursue

its activities and set TH to obtain optimal comfort within the same environment. We

then integrate the SHS with the trained human models and train it until convergence.

It is important to note that the order of activity execution is not fixed for these

simulations, which means that each model is free to start with an activity that has a

maximum Q value.

Experiment 4: HA & HB

In this experiment, we consider a scenario of having two human models with

similar thermal preferences pursuing their activities at the same time and an SHS

trying to learn their preferences. Here we integrate ModelsHA andHB simultaneously

into the SHS. Both models have a similar thermal preference for the same activities

along with the same intrinsic reward function. Similar to Experiment 1, we keep the

metabolic indices for Model HA as [1.0, 1.3, 1.8] for activity 0, activity 1, and activity

2, respectively, and [1.10, 1.35, 1.75] for Model HB for the same sequence of activities.

The reward function for both models can be define by Eq. 3.14.

In Figures 3.14(a) and (c), after convergence, both HA and HB are able to com-

plete each activity without frequent switching (in blue). Both agents set the TH

before starting their activities (Set# in Figure 3.14) similar to what we might expect

a human would do in a real-life scenario. The activity-reward plot in Figures 3.14(b)
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Table 3.5: Experiment 4: MTS required to change TH, MR ± standard deviation for
each model with and without SHS.

Without SHS With SHS
MTS MR MTS MR

Model HA 6 290 ± 3.6 3 289 ± 5.47
Model HB 11 290 ± 6.6 5 288 ± 7.91

and (d) show that in the presence of the SHS, both models can still manage to pursue

activities without any change in the activity sequence and with reduced time-steps

required to change TH preference as shown in Figure 3.15. The models pursue the

activity in which the metabolism index difference among the two is at a minimum,

so that the SHS does not have to learn to anticipate their different TH preference.

Without the SHS, Model HA took a mean of 6 time-steps to set the TH and a mean

of 3 time-steps with the SHS. Similarly, without SHS, Model HB took a mean of 11

time-steps, while this was reduced to 5 time-steps with the SHS. Here, we can observe

that Model HB gives more feedback (11 times) while Model HA gives less feedback (6

times). The SHS also receives the activity that the model is pursuing while changing

the TH thus it becomes more biased towards Model HB than Model HA as it receives

more feedback from HB which results in a large difference between the time-steps

with and without the SHS for HB when compared with HA. With this experiment,

we observe that the SHS can become biased towards the human model which provides

more feedback than the other. In the end, we can conclude this experiment as follows:

(1) Both Models HA and HB can pursue their activities together, (2) the SHS can

learn each model’s TH preference showing bias towards the model that gives more

feedback, and (3) the performance of the two human models is generally not impacted

when integrated with the SHS.
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     Without SHS                                                                    With SHS

             (a)                                                                 (b)

             (c)                                                                (d)

Figure 3.14: Experiment 4 Top Row: Model HA, Bottom Row: Model HB. Activity
execution and its corresponding reward (in green). Activity# is the activity that the
human agent is performing (in blue). Set#: Changing TH for activity #(in blue).

Experiment 5: HA & HC

In this experiment, we look into the scenario of where a baseline model and model

with different intrinsic reward function pursue activities simultaneously in the same

environment. Here our aim is to learn whether the SHS can learn the comfort prefer-

ence for each model without changing their behavior. To do so, we utilize Model HC

which was introduced in Experiment 3, along with Model HA. The reward functions

for Model HA and HC is given by Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15 respectively.

The models pursue their activities with maximum comfort in the same environ-

ment while the SHS agent learns to anticipate their comfort policy. It is important

to note that the metabolism for HA and HC have a moderate difference. For the
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Figure 3.15: Experiment 4: Model HA and Model HB PMV trajectory while com-
pleting all activities with and without the SHS.

Model HC, the reward function is given in Eq. 3.15, and its metabolism indices are

[1.80, 1.35, 1.15], while for Model HA, the reward function is given in Eq. 3.14, and

its metabolism indices are [1.0, 1.3, 1.8]. It is important to note that the comfortable

PMV range for HA is between -0.5 to 0.5, while for HC it is between -0.25 to 0.25,

indicating higher thermal sensitivity (Eq. 3.16).

In Figure 3.16(a) (in blue), we see that the ModelHA learns to pursue its activities

and set the optimal TH preference, with only a few task switching. Similarly, Model

HC in Figure 3.16(c) also converges by completing its activities and spends a bit

more time setting the TH at the beginning of the activity. With the SHS, both

models converge without any switching, as shown in Figures 3.16(b) and (d) (in

blue). Referring back to Experiment 3, we observed that Model HC showed behavior

anomalies due to the different intrinsic reward function with respect to the baseline

model, as well as the SHS failing to learn its comfort policy. Interestingly, here

we observe that Model HC pursues activities in parallel to Model HA without any

anomalies. A possible explanation is that in this experiment there is a second human

model (HA), working well with the SHS, that may result in a more optimal behaviour.
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A deeper analysis reveals that having the human models share the same environment

is what accounts for the largest difference between the two experiments (3 and 5).

In the single human experiment, Models HA and HC need 21 and 26 time-steps

respectively (on average) to adjust the TH to their preference. However, together

(experiment 5), they only need 16 time-steps (7 and 9 respectively). When adding

the SHS, the number of time-steps required to adjust the TH is down to 12 (6 for each

model). Therefore, it seems that the absence of anomalies in behaviour ofHC is mostly

due to the fact that it interacts well with HA, despite their different preferences.

By looking at Figures 3.16(a) and (c), we can observe that the human models

use a different activity order from each other which allows them to synchronize their

activities with matching TH preferences. This can be seen in both cases, with and

without the SHS. When comparing the metabolism rate of their activities at any time-

step, we find that the difference between their indices is minimum. Accordingly, when

HA pursues Activity 0, HC pursues Activity 2. Similarly when HA pursues Activity

1, HC pursues Activity 1. And finally when HA pursues Activity 2, HC pursues

Activity 0. Interestingly, the same behavior can be observed when both models are

integrated with the SHS. This permutation results is similar preference a given time-

step resulting in similar PMV trajectory as shown in Figure 3.19 and 3.20. Having

minimal difference in the metabolism rate results in similar TH preferences for their

activities [13]. This in turn reduces the required time-steps by the models need to

change the TH settings as when either of the models change the TH settings towards

their preference, it also advances the other agent towards the state with optimal

comfort. This improvement can also be observed with the Qc and Qe values as shown

in Figure 3.18.
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Without SHS                                                    With SHS

         (a)                                                         (b)

        (c)                                                          (d)

Figure 3.16: Experiment 5 Top Row: Model HA, Bottom Row: Model HC . Activity
execution and its corresponding reward (in green). Activity# is the activity that the
human agent is performing (in blue). Set#: Changing TH for activity #(in blue).

To further assess that it is the positive interaction between the two human models

that eliminates the behavioural anomalies of Model HC, visible in Experiment 3, we

rerun Experiment 5 with a more restrictive preference range (d0.25 instead of d0.50)

for both models. The result is shown in Figure 3.17. In this case, we can see that

without the SHS, both models show more frequent task switching than in Figure 3.16

with Model HC being more affected. When the SHS is added, model HC switches

tasks even more frequently, as found in Experiment 3.
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(a)                                                               (b)

 (c)                                                            (d)

Without SHS                                                        With SHS

Figure 3.17: Experiment 5: PMV Range [-0.25, 0.25] Top Row: Model HA, Bottom
Row: Model HC . Activity execution and its corresponding reward (in green). Activ-
ity# is the activity that the human agent is performing (in blue). Set#: Changing
TH for activity #(in blue).

Table 3.6: Experiment 5: MTS required to change TH, MR ± standard deviation for
each model with and without SHS.

Without SHS With SHS
MTS MR MTS MR

Model HA 7 286 ± 2.36 6 276 ± 6.55
Model HC 9 287 ± 7.74 6 288 ± 5.26

Experiment 6: HC & H′C

In this experiment, we hypothesize a scenario where two simulated thermally

sensitive models pursue activities within the same environment with the SHS at the

same time. The intrinsic reward function for both models can be defined as Eq. 3.15
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Experiment 3 Model Hc without SHS

  Experiment 3 Model Hc with SHS

   Experiment 5 Model Hc with SHS

Figure 3.18: Experiment 5 Model HC Expected Q value to complete (in blue) or exit
(in orange) the task. In comparison to Experiment 3, with the SHS, the expected Q
value to complete the subroutine is higher for HC when engaged with HA.
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Figure 3.19: Experiment 5: Similar PMV trajectory of Model HA and Model HC
with the SHS performing activities in parallel and switching between activities with
similar thermal comfort to gain maximum rewards. Because of switching between
activities having similar thermal comfort, changes in TH made by HA benefits HC as
well.

HA
HA

HC
HC

Figure 3.20: Experiment 5: Model HA and Model HC PMV trajectory while com-
pleting all activities with and without the SHS.

which is different from the reward function of baseline models. Here we include Model

HC (from experiment 3) and ModelH′C. ModelH′C is similar toHC, except that it has a

slightly different thermal preference for each activity. For Model HC the metabolism

indices in [1.80, 1.35, 1.15], while for Model Model H′C, it is [1.75, 1.30, 1.15]. We
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represent the thermal sensitivity by setting the PMV range between −0.25 and 0.25.

In this range, the number of TH combinations for optimal comfort is 12, thus providing

more options (as shown in Table 3.4) where both human agents can feel comfortable.

To obtain these combinations, we used the thermal comfort tool [67] to get the TH

combinations for the above mentioned PMV range, empirically the thermal step is

set to 1 degree, and the humidity step is set to 5%. Narrowing down the PMV

range would also reduce the combinations of comfortable TH making it more difficult

for the agents to have a common preference among the TH combinations. With this

experiment, we aim to learn (1) if both thermally sensitive models can learn to pursue

their activities and also set TH, and (2) if the SHS can learn the comfort policy for

both models without any anomaly for the human agents.

In Figures 3.21(a) and (b), we observe that Model HC converges to an optimal

policy to complete the activities without frequent switching. Then in Figures 3.21(c)

and (d), we observe that Model H′C also converges to an optimal policy to complete

the activities with occasional switching. After training the SHS with trained human

models having the same reward function, unintended behaviors were not observed.

The stability of both sensitive models is due to the high number of comfortable TH

combinations and similar intrinsic reward function (Eq. 3.15). From Figure 3.22, we

observe that in the PMV trajectory for HC and H′C the number of time-steps required

to set the TH is reduced. Table 3.7 presents the mean time-steps (MTS), mean reward

(MR), and its standard deviation, with and without the SHS. From Figure 3.21(b)

and (d) we observe that two that two thermally sensitive human models HC and HC’

can remain stable with the SHS without showing any behavior anomaly like frequent

switching between activities and increase in time-steps to set TH.
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Without SHS                                                         With SHS

       (a)                                                             (b)

 

        (c)                                                              (d)

Figure 3.21: Experiment 6 PMV Range [-0.25, 0.25] Top Row: Model HC , Bottom
Row: Model H′C . Activity execution and its corresponding reward (in green). Activ-
ity# is the activity that the human agent is performing (in blue). Set#: Changing
TH for activity #(in blue).

Table 3.7: Experiment 6: MTS required to change TH, MR ± standard deviation for
each model with and without SHS. Here the PMV range for both models is in range
[-0.25, 0.25]

Without SHS With SHS
MTS MR MTS MR

Model HC 6 287 ± 6.16 6 288 ± 3.4
Model H′C 4 291 ± 6.30 3 292 ± 3.3

Experiment 7: HA & HD

In this experiment, we simulate a scenario where models have different intrinsic

reward functions but similar thermal preferences. We use ModelHD from Experiment

3 whose intrinsic reward function can be expressed by Eq. 3.15. In Experiment
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HC
HC

HC’
HC’

Figure 3.22: Experiment 6: Model HC and Model HC’ PMV trajectory while com-
pleting all activities with and without the SHS for PMV range [-0.25, 0.25]

3, we observed behavior anomalies with Model HD when integrated with the SHS

as shown in Figure 3.12 and Table 3.3. Thus, with this simulated experiment, we

aim to learn whether two human models can display behavioral anomalies where

the models have different reward functions but similar thermal preference. To keep

similar thermal preferences, we kept the metabolism indices for Model HA and Model

HD as [1.0, 1.3, 1.8] and [1.15, 1.25, 1.85] respectively.

Figures 3.23(a) and (c) show the activity plots forHA andHD without the SHS (in

blue). No occasional switching was observed because the comfortable TH options for

HD is a subset of the TH options for HA as the thermal preference is similar resulting

in pursuing same activities. Similar to experiment 5, both models are giving feedback

in the same environment and learn to interact with each other. From Table 3.8, we

observe that HD gives more feedback (more time-steps) to the SHS, making the SHS

biased towards the model.

The activity performance for the two models is presented in Figures 3.23(b) and

(d) (in blue), where we observe that neither model encounters frequent switching, with

or without the SHS. Even though the intrinsic reward function of the two models is
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different, the comfortable PMV range for Model HD (−0.25 to 0.25) lies within the

PMV range of Model HA (−0.5 to 0.5), as well as having a similar thermal preference.

Moreover, having a similar metabolism rate for the same activities results in similar

thermal preference. Thus, attaining the comfortable TH state for Model HD (the

more sensitive model because of the constrictive PMV range) would also achieve a

comfortable state for Model HA. With two human agents in the same environment,

the number of time-steps for each model is reduced. This can be compared from

Table 3.3 and Table 3.8 where for Model HD as a single agent takes 26 time-steps

with the SHS to set TH along with occasional switching, whereas with two-human

agent, Model HD only takes 5 time-steps. Therefore when human models with similar

TH preference are integrated with the SHS, the SHS doesn’t have to learn a different

comfort policy for each model, thus the SHS’s learned policy that provides comfort

is similar for both human models. Although, bias towards the model that gives more

feedback can also observed. Figure 3.24 illustrates the improvements in HA and HD

with the SHS, where the trajectory for HD seems to have better improvement as

compared to HA due to HD providing more feedback. The slope of the PMV curve

improves with the SHS versus without it, achieving the comfortable TH within fewer

time-steps. We can also observe from Figure 3.23 (in blue) that with the SHS, both

models mostly switch to the same activities, thus having similar metabolisms most

of the time to reduce the thermal difference and avoid time spent to change the TH.

3.4 Conclusion

We investigate the interaction between simulated human models and smart homes

in the context of setting thermal preferences. To do so, we simulate human models
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Figure 3.23: Experiment 7 Top Row: Model HA, Bottom Row: Model HD. Activity
execution and its corresponding reward (in green). Activity# is the activity that the
human agent is performing (in blue). Set#: Changing TH for activity #(in blue).

Table 3.8: Experiment 7: MTS required to change TH, MR ± standard deviation for
each model with and without SHS.

Without SHS With SHS
MTS MR MTS MR

Model HA 6 283 ± 4.1 3 274 ± 5.6
Model HD 11 284 ± 5.2 5 276 ± 7.1

based on hierarchical reinforcement learning capable of continuing and leaving a set of

of predefined activities and also setting thermal preferences. Our smart home is based

on Q-learning and learns the preferences of the human model for each activity. While

the SHS could reduce the time spent by the human model toward setting the thermal

preferences, we observe that human models with reward functions different than the
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HA
HA

HD
HD

Figure 3.24: Experiment 7: Model HA and Model HD PMV trajectory while com-
pleting all activities with and without the SHS.

one our smart home is trained with, show behavior anomalies such as frequent switch-

ing and an increase in the time required to set the thermal preferences. Similar results

were found when two human models were sharing the same environment. Depending

on the two selected human models, these models could see improved performance

together and with the SHS. But again, a model different than the one for which the

SHS was designed for could lead to frequent activity switching and frequent change

to the temperature and humidity. Our study highlights the importance of validating

and testing smart-home systems against wide variety of end-users to ensure that the

pre-trained smart home systems and products perform as desired without negative

impacts on the users.
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Chapter 4

Personalization with Partial Observability

4.1 Overview

With the current integration of machine learning, the adoption of smart homes is

increasingly becoming popular. Devices such as smart thermostats are often limited

to personalized schedules, which may not be ideal for multiple occupants with dif-

ferent thermal preferences, which in turn may lead to discomfort. Accordingly, the

lack of complete environment information by the smart home may create uncomfort-

able scenarios for users (lack of personalization). In most cases, smart homes do not

have the ability to identify occupants with varying preferences due to lack of ubiq-

uitous biometric technologies in smart homes as well as privacy issues which can be

encountered as a result of using sensing systems like cameras.

In this chapter, we address this by improving our smart home model to take

effective decisions when the current user is not explicitly observable. This is possible

through identification of users based on their detailed thermal preferences or learning

the temporal relations between the sequence of actions taken for a given activity and

TH. We simulate a series of experiments with an HRL-based human model capable of
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learning activities and setting its thermal preferences and an SHS that aims to learn

its preferences. In this setup, the SHS agent does not have the complete information

about the state of the environment (i.e. the occupant) and the SHS agent has to rely

on the observation it receives at each time step. To accomplish the task of learning

a policy with uncertainty, our agent maintains a belief over the human model that

is pursuing its activity in the environment. Our experiments show that the SHS

can learn to accurately identify the current user in the environment based on its

thermal preferences given the current activity. Beyond identifying the occupant in

the environment, SHS also learns the thermal preference of each activity of each

identified user which can be used for further personalization.

In the next section, we describe the architecture of the smart home agent that can

a) learn to recognize the current user and to set the TH according to its preferences,

and b) learn the temporal relation between the embedding of the sequence of thermal

preferences for multiple users. We then compare the performance of each agent for

two to five human occupants. Finally, we discuss the limitation of each SHS agent and

where they fail to learn the preferences. Our results show that the smart home can

accurately identify the user based on their thermal preferences with high accuracies.

We run our experiments with small and moderate differences in metabolism rate and

observe that models with similar thermal preferences lowers the accuracy in prediction

but does not increase the time-steps required to set the temperature and humidity

settings by the human model.
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4.2 Methods

In this section, we extend the RL-based SHS system from Chapter 3 with the

ability to estimate who is the current occupant using current TH and the human

model’s activity and actions only. The assumption for this problem is that there is

only one human model in the environment at a given time. In this section, we first

describe the general framework for the problem followed by the description of our

proposed solution.

4.2.1 Partial Observable Markov Decision Process

When there is uncertainty about the current state state of the environment (in

this case, who the current occupant is, or what its preference are), a common frame-

work for RL is the Partial Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [68–71].

A POMDP is defined by the tuple < S,A,Ω, T, R,O, γ, b0 >, where S is the set of

discretized states, A is the set of actions, and Ω is the set of observations. More-

over, T (st, at, st+1) : [S × A × S] → [0, 1] is the transition function that defines the

probability of ending in state st+1 after taking action at in state st, R is the reward

function that specifies the immediate reward received after taking action a in state st,

and O(at, ot+1, st+1) : [A×Ω×S]→ [0, 1] is the observation function that defines the

probability of observing ot+1 after taking action at and ending in state st+1. Lastly, γ

is the discount factor and b0 is the initial belief state that defines a probability over

the observable state of the environment.

To calculate the belief about the current state, POMDP uses the Bayes theorem,

which is defined as:

P (A|B) =
P (B|A)P (A)

P (B)
, (4.1)
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where A and B are the events, P (A) is the prior, P (B) is the evidence, P (A|B) is

the posterior probability of event A given that event B has occurred, P (B|A) is the

probability of event B given that event A has occurred (likelihood). Here, we set

A as a possible human model Hi in the home, and B as the next TH and activity

ot+1 observed by the smart home. Note that here the state is the concatenation

of the observation ot+1 and the current occupant Hi (st = [ot,Hi]), but the belief

only needs to be over the occupants (since the TH and activity are fully observable).

Accordingly, P (B|A) is the probability of observing TH preferences given user Hi

from the observation function O. P (A|B) is the posterior probability of the human

occupant Hi given the current activity and TH of the environment and previous

belief. Finally P (A) is the prior probability of human occupant Hi derived from

the transition function T , while P (B) is the marginal probability of the current

observation received from the environment. Given our problem setup, the smart home

agent takes an action at at every time-step after which it receives an observation ot+1

(consisting of the current activity of the occupant, temperature, and humidity) from

the environment. With this observation, a POMDP agent would update its belief

over each possible occupant by the following equation:

P (A|B)︷ ︸︸ ︷
bt+1(Hi) =

P (B|A)︷ ︸︸ ︷
O(at, ot+1, [ot+1,Hi])

P (A)︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
Hj∈H

T ([ot,Hj], at, st+1)bt(Hj)

Pr(ot+1|bt, at)︸ ︷︷ ︸
P (B)

, (4.2)

where bt(Hi) is the previous belief (probability) that the occupant is human model

Hi, bt+1(Hi) is the updated belief for the next time step, and Pr(ot+1|bt, at) is the

probability of observing ot+1 when action at is taken with the belief vector bt over all
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possible human models (or occupants) H. The denominator is given by:

Pr(ot+1|bt, at) =
∑
Hk∈H

O(at, ot+1, [ot+1,Hk])
∑
Hj∈H

T ([ot,Hj], at, st+1)bt(Hj). (4.3)

It should be noted that in the context of our problem, the transition function T and

observation function O are unknown. Therefore, in the next sections we will describe

our solution around this issue.

4.2.2 Partial Observable Smart Home System

Here, we describe a modified SHS that implements a Bayesian model to learn

multiple user’s personalized TH preferences when the user information is limited. Ac-

cordingly, we define a Partial Observable Smart Home System (POSHS) as a Bayesian

model [68, 69] of the SHS where the state of the environment is not fully observable

as discussed in the previous section.We will further assume that the model of the oc-

cupant does not change during an episode (a set of 3 activities). We will then use the

Bayes theorem and the learnt occupants’ TH preferences to infer the current human

model in the environment, thus identifying it.

We depict an overview of POSHS in Figure 4.1, where it is divided into two

components (panels (a) and (b)). During the episode (panel (a)), at each time step,

the agent estimates a probability distribution over the TH preferences of the current

occupant based on the TH and activity observations. This distribution is combined

with a pool of previously learned user TH preference distributions using the Bayes

theorem to estimate the belief state over the possible current occupants. The belief

state is then used to weight the Q-table of each possible occupant in order to select

the optimal action for the current belief. At the end of the episode (panel (b)),
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the agent compares the final estimated TH preference distribution to the pool of

learned preferences. If a match is found, then the episode distribution parameters are

used to update that occupant’s TH preference distribution. If a match is not found,

we assume this is a new user. Therefore, the estimated probability TH preference

distribution is added to the pool along with a new Q-table. Finally, the Q-tables are

updated with the episode data. In the next subsections, we describe these elements

(TH preference distribution, belief estimation, distribution similarity, and Q update)

in depth.

4.2.3 TH Preference Distribution

Since it is impossible to fully define T and O for an unknown set of occupants, we

need a different approach to estimate the SHS belief over the set of possible occupants

during the episode. To make the problem more tractable, we first assume that the

occupants are the same through the whole episode. This implies that the transitional

probabilities in an episode have the following property:

T ([ot,Hi], at, [ot+1,Hj]) = 0 ∀i 6= j

T ([ot,Hi], at, [ot+1,Hi]) = 1.

(4.4)

Accordingly, given a potential occupant Hi, we need to define a probability distri-

bution over the TH preference for each activity (P (B|A) in Eq. 4.2). Using the Bayes

rule, this will provide a way to estimate the probability of a specific occupant, given

the TH observation (P (A|B) in Eq. 4.2). The TH preference probability distribution

P (TH|Hi) of a given occupant Hi over temperature or humidity for each activity is
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(a) POSHS during the episode
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(b) POSHS at the end of the episode

Figure 4.1: In (a) POSHS during the episode is depicted where the belief is computed
and action is taken based on the current belief vector. The observation transitions
are stored and distribution parameters are updated. In (b) POSHS at the end of the
episode is presented where the current observed distribution is compared with stored
distributions. If the distance between the distributions is greater than a threshold, a
new Q-table is created for the new human occupant, otherwise the parameters of the
distribution most similar to the current distribution are updated.

described by a Gaussian distribution given as:

P (k|Hi) =
1

σt
√

2π
exp

(
−1

2

(
k − µHi

σHi

)2
)∣∣∣∣∣

k=T or H

(4.5)
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where k is an observed scalar value of temperature (T) or humidity (H) and µHi
and

σHi
are the mean and standard deviations of the of the preference distribution for

occupant Hi. The above equation is defined individually for both temperature and

humidity, and for each activity. For convenience, we will be using the notation ‘TH’

for the equations implying that they apply to both temperature and humidity.

Given a complete episode, the SHS samples each observation when the human

agent is not making any changes to the TH and continues with a given activity.

Accordingly, the parameters of the TH preference distribution for the occupant of

that episode can be estimated using best point estimators given by

µe =
1

C

T∑
valid t=0

THt (4.6)

and

σe =

√√√√ 1

C

T∑
i=0

(THi − µt)2, (4.7)

where THt is the observed temperature or humidity at time step t for the given

activity, C is the number of valid observations, and T is the length of the episode.

Therefore, a complete TH preference probability distribution for a model can be coded

using a 12D vector (2 parameters × 2 TH × 3).

4.2.4 Belief Estimation

Here, we describe the mathematical formulation of the belief estimation of the

smart home about the human occupant at time step t given observation THt. For

simplicity, let us assume that we have two human agents executing their activities

together in a given smart home environment denoted by HA and HB. Restructuring
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Eq. 4.2 based on the Bayes theorem, we obtain:

P (THt|HA) =
P (HA|THt)P (THt)

P (HA)
(4.8)

and

P (THt|HB) =
P (HB|THt)P (THt)

P (HB)
, (4.9)

which together yield:

P (THt|HA)

P (THt|HB)
=
P (HA|THt)P (HB)

P (HB|THt)P (HA)
. (4.10)

Solving the above equation for HA and HB, we obtain:

P (HA|THt) =
P (THt|HA)P (HA)

P (THt|HA)P (HA) + P (THt|HB)P (HB)
(4.11)

and

P (HB|THt) =
P (THt|HB)P (HB)

P (THt|HA)P (HA) + P (THt|HB)P (HB)
. (4.12)

Given N different human models, we can define the probability of the ith human

model Hi at the tth time-step as:

P (Hi|THt) =
P (THt|Hi)P (Hi)∑N
i=0 P (THt|Hi)P (Hi)

. (4.13)
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Dividing P (HA|THt) by P (HB|THt) from Eq. 4.11 and Eq. 4.12, and then substi-

tuting P (THt|H) with Eq. 4.5 we obtain:

P (HA|THt)

P (HB|THt)
=

1
σHA

√
2π

exp

(
−1

2

(
THt−µHA

σHA

)2)
P (HA)

1
σHB

√
2π

exp

(
−1

2

(
THt−µHA

σHA

)2)
P (HB)

=
σHB
σHA

exp 1
2

((
THt−µHA

σHA

)2
−
(
THt−µHB

σHB

)2)
P (HA)

P (HB)
.

(4.14)

Assuming σHA ≈ σHB = σ, we get:

P (HA|THt)

P (HB|THt)
=

exp 1
2σ2 ((2THt − µHA − µHB) (µHA − µHB) )P (HA)

P (HB)
. (4.15)

At the beginning of the training episode, the POSHS agent has no informa-

tion about the user, thus maintains an equal initial belief for each possible hu-

man occupant. Accordingly, the prior probability of each model can be defined as

P (HA) = P (HB). Hence, we can rewrite Eq. 4.15 as

P (HA|TH)

P (HB|TH)
= exp

1

2σ2
((2THt − µHA − µHB) (µHA − µHB) )

P (HA|TH) + P (HB|TH)

P (HB|TH)
=

1

P (HB|TH)

1

P (HB|TH)
= exp

1

2σ2
((2THt − µHA − µHB) (µHA − µHB) ) + 1.

(4.16)

This gives

P (Hb|TH) =
1

exp 1
2σ2 ((2THt − µHA − µHB) (µHA − µHB) ) + 1

(4.17)
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and

P (Ha|THt) =
exp 1

2σ2 ((2THt − µHA − µHB) (µHA − µHB) )

exp 1
2σ2 ((2THt − µHA − µHB) (µHA − µHB) ) + 1

. (4.18)

With the above equation, we derive the initial posterior for each human agent

at each time step for two human occupants. At the next time step we perform the

Bayesian update where the posterior (P (Hi|HTt)) at time step t becomes the prior

(P (Hi)) at time step t + 1. Accordingly, we can take Eq. 4.10 and divide both

numerator and denominator by the P (THt|HA), and then replace the ratio in the

second term of the denominator by Eq. 4.14. This yields:

P (HA|THt) =
P (THt|HA)P (HA)

P (THt|HA)P (HA) + P (THt|HB)P (HB)

=
P (HA)

P (HA) + P (THt|HB)
P (THt|HA)

P (HB)

=
P (HA)

P (HA) + exp
(

1
2σ2 (2THt − µHB − µHA) (µHB − µHA)

)
P (HB)

.

(4.19)

Similarly, for Model HB, the posterior can be computed as:

P (HB|TH) =
P (HB)

exp
(

1
2σ2 (2THt − µHA − µHB) (µHA − µHB)

)
P (HA) + P (HB)

.

(4.20)

Expanding the above equations for N human models, we can get our posterior for

the ith human model as:

P (Hi|THt) =
P (Hi)∑N

j=0C(Hj,Hi)P (Hj)
, (4.21)
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where

C(Hj,Hi) = exp
( 1

2σ2

(
2THt − µHj

− µHi

) (
µHj
− µHi

) )
. (4.22)

4.2.5 Distribution Similarity

Upon completion of an episode, the SHS agent needs to know if the current occu-

pant belongs to the pool of previously observed occupants or if it is a new occupant

in the environment. To do so, the SHS agent follows the procedure in Figure 4.1(b).

Here, the best point estimators (µe and σe from Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7) for the current

occupant TH distribution are computed. The resulting TH preference distribution is

then compared with the distributions in the pool of previously observed occupants

using the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) measure [72]. We select this particular

divergence measurement since it has shown success in similar RL-related applications

in prior works [73]. Moreover, this metric provides benefits over other divergence

metrics, in particular, (a) when variations between distributions are small, the di-

vergence remains smooth, and (b) the divergence between distributions is symmetric,

i.e., JSD(P0, P1) = JSD(P1, P0).

The Jensen-Shannon divergence between n probability distributions is formulated

as:

JSD = H

[
n∑
i=1

wipi

]
−

n∑
i=1

wiH(pi), (4.23)

where H is the Shannon entropy [74] and wi are the weights selected for each prob-

ability distribution pi. For our problem, we compare only two distributions at an

instance, i.e., the current distribution of the occupant in question and each of the

distributions from the pool of observed occupants. As a result, we set n = 2, and
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thus w1 = w2 = 0.5. Next, we define a new term τJSD as the threshold such that

JSD ≥ τJSD ⇐⇒ Different Human Model, (4.24)

where JSD is the measured Jensen-Shannon divergence between the two TH distri-

butions. If the divergence between the distributions is greater than τJSD, the current

occupant’s distribution is added to the pool and the SHS agent creates a new Q-table.

Otherwise the distribution with the smallest divergence (distribution with highest

likelihood) is updated using a moving average with the current estimated parameters

to improve the long term estimation of the occupant’s preference distribution.

4.2.6 Q Update

Here, we describe the computation of the Q values of state-action pairs for a given

occupant, followed by optimally selecting the best action using the belief vector over

the user space. During each episode as shown in Figure 4.1(a), the SHS agent updates

the TH distribution estimation parameters. It then calculates the belief vector using

Bayes rule after which the Q-tables of the observed occupants are weighted using

their belief vector to get a summarized Qnet value. The SHS agent then chooses the

optimal action from the Qnet values of all the possible actions, which is then executed

in the environment. The observation ot, computed belief bt, action taken at, and the

reward received rt+1 from the environment are all stored in the memory.

To calculate the weighted Q update, each weight is decided by the belief of the

specific human model for a given state from the belief vector. This update is given
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by the following equation:

Qnet(ot, at) =
H∑
bt(H)QH(ot, at), (4.25)

where ot is the observation, at is the chosen action, the weight bt(H) = P (H|THt) is

the conditional probability given the current TH, and Qnet is the weighted sum of all

Q values of all the occupants for a given observation.

Accordingly, we now update the Q table for a given occupant H. Let bt be the

belief vector at time step t in the episode and bt(H) be the belief component of bt for

human H. Moreover, let ot be the received observation at time step t in the episode,

α be the learning rate, γ be the discount factor, and rt+1 be the reward received after

action at from observation ot at time step t. Accordingly, the QH update is given by

QH(ot, at) = (1− α)QH(ot, at) + α[rt+1 ∗ bt(H) + γmax
a′
QH(ot+1, a

′)]. (4.26)

We obtain α = 0.05 and γ = 0.98 with some preliminary experiments such that the

model converges. With the updated Qnet value, the agent can select the optimal

action. For a given observation ot, actions are selected using a decaying ε-Greedy

policy keeping a balance between exploration and exploitation. The policy is given

by:

π(ot) =


arg max

a∈A
{Qnet(ot, a)}with probability 1− ε

a ∈ A with probability ε/|A|
, (4.27)

where ε is a threshold value less than 1 that decays exponentially down to 0.005, and

A is the set of all possible actions.
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4.2.7 Pseudocodes

In order to better facilitate reproduction of our work, in this subsection we present

the pseudocodes and detailed algorithms for computing the Jensen-Shanon diver-

gence, action selection and belief estimation, Q table update, and POSHS, in Algo-

rithms 2 through 5.

Algorithm 2 Computing the Jensen-Shannon Divergence.

1: function JSD(Distribution da, Distribution db, Amplification Factor Af )
2: let dc = da+db

2

3: let Ha = da × log dadc . Calculate Shannon entropy for da

4: let Hb = db × log dbdc . Calculate Shannon entropy for db

5: τ =
√∑

Ha+
∑
Hb

2

6: return Af ∗ τ

Algorithm 3 Selecting the next action.

1: function GetAction(ot)
2: let N = number of human models
3: let THt ← ot
4: calculate belief P (Hi|THt) = P (THt|Hi)P (Hi)∑N

i=0 P (THt|Hi)P (Hi)
. Belief update

5: Qnet(ot, at) = P (Ha)Qa(ot, at) + P (Hb)Qb(ot, at) + . . .+ P (Hn)Qn(ot, at)
6: return arg max

a
Q(ot, a)

4.3 Baseline

In this section, we describe a baseline method that we design and implement with

which to compare our proposed method (POSHS) against. This baseline includes a

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) that can remember sequences of TH preferences

in order to solve a partial observable environment. Classical RNNs, however, often

suffer from issues such as vanishing gradient, making it difficult for the model to
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Algorithm 4 Updating the Q-table

1: function update(memory, newNode)
2: let N = number of human models
3: for H in all human models do
4: let b = P (H) . Belief ith human model
5: if newNode then
6: QH ← 0 . initialize Q table for unobserved human model

7: Endif
8: for < ot, at, ot+1, rt+1 > in memory do
9: QH(ot, at) = (1− α)QH(ot, at) + α[rt+1 ∗ b+ γmax

a′
QH(ot+1, a

′)]

10: Endfor
11: Endfor

remember long-term information. As a result, we use a Long Short-Term Memory

(LSTM) networks as our baseline. LSTM is a type of RNN that can hold a sequence

of information in its memory and learn temporal relations. To do this, LSTM uses

long-term sequences in memory referred to as ‘cell-state’. The output from previous

time-steps are referred to as ‘hidden-state’. Information in an LSTM is controlled via

three gates given as (a) forget-gate, which decides the information that needs to be

rejected or accepted, (b) input-gate, which is used to control the information into the

cell-state, and (c) output-gate, which generates the output for each time-step.

In a POMDP environment, Deep Q Network (DQN) fails to learn the optimal

policy because it assume complete information about the state which we lack in our

problem. Unlike DQNs, LSTM networks are capable of remembering long sequences

of TH preferences and encoding the observation onto a latent space vector, making

it possible to approximate the underlying hidden state [70,71]. Thus, unlike POSHS

where the agent needs to recognize the hidden state of the human occupant using

Bayes rule explicitly, LSTMs can implicitly learn the underlying states using its re-

current memory.
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Algorithm 5 Training the POSHS.

1: let µTH = { } . Set containing Model’s mean TH
2: let σTH = { } . Set containing Model’s deviation of TH
3: let QH = { } . Set containing Model’s Q Table
4: let o0 = O(s0) where ot is partial observation of state st
5: for each e in episodes do
6: let C = 0
7: let µe = 0 . Current Episode mean of TH
8: let σe = 0 . Current Episode standard deviation of TH
9: let memory = [ ]

10: while ot is not terminal do
11: with greedy policy at = getAction(ot) . Algorithm 3
12: execute at
13: observe ot+1, rt+1

14: update µe, σe for C time-steps
15: append < ot, at, ot+1, rt+1 > in memory
16: C = C + 1

17: Endwhile
18: let newNode = False . Flag to indicate a new human user
19: let divergence = [ ]
20: for < µ, σ > in µTH , σTH do
21: let da = PDF (µe, σe)
22: let db = PDF (µ, σ)
23: let k = JSD(da, db) . Algorithm 2
24: append k in divergence

25: Endfor
26: if min(distance) > τJSD & !newNode then
27: add µe, σe in µTH , σTH . Add New Human Node
28: newNode = True
29: else if !newNode then
30: let i = arg min(divergence)
31: let m = 0.5 . Moving filter significance
32: µTH [i] = (1−m)µe +mµTH [i]
33: σTH [i] = (1−m)σe +mσTH [i]

34: Endif
35: update(memory, newNode) . Algorithm 4

36: Endfor
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To use LSTM as a baseline, we design two networks namely train and target. Both

networks have the same architecture and are initialized with the same weights and

biases. The inputs are sequences of TH, activity, and human action of the occupant.

The input layer of the model is a 1D convolutional layer with 32 filters, a kernel

size of 1, a stride of 1, and a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function.

The output of this layer is fed to an LSTM layer with 175 cells followed by a tanh

activation function. In the end, the output of this layer is fed to a dense layer of 5

neurons and ReLU activation to output the Q-values for each possible action (total

of 5 actions: increase/decrease T and H, and no action). We set the learning rate

as 0.0013 obtained empirically to keep the networks stable. Like the POSHS model,

the ε decays exponentially down to 0.005. We do not decrease it completely to zero

to explore all possible states. The training procedure for this baseline is described in

detail in Algorithm 6 with its architecture shown in Figure 4.2.

In this algorithm, in contrast to POSHS where we update the Q-values directly, we

update the parameters of the network with which we predict the next Q-value. The

Q-values of the current state from the train network are updated using the Q-values of

the next state from the target network. Using the same network (train) for predicting

the target Q-value would cause instability in the target Q-value. The weights for the

train and target networks are represented by θ and θ− respectively. Target weights

θ− are updated after every C iterations with θ, where C is a hyper-parameter set

to 7 empirically. We use MSE as our loss function and ADAM [75] optimizer. We

define our loss function similar to the update in table-based Q-learning which is the

difference between the target and current Q-values. Accordingly, the loss function is
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Algorithm 6 Training the Baseline LSTM.

1: Initialize train = train network with weights θ
2: Initialize target =target network with initial weights θ− = θ
3: let stateMemory = [ ]
4: let C = 0
5: let ot = O(st) where ot is partial observation of state st at time step t
6: while i < episodes do
7: while ot is not terminal do
8: with probability ε select random action
9: else select at = arg max

a
Qt(ot, ht−1, a|θ)

10: execute at
11: observe ot+1, rt
12: Store the transition < ot, at, ot+1, rt > in stateMemory
13: C = C + 1

14: Endwhile
15: for < ot, at, ot+1, rt > in stateMemory do
16: Qt ← Predict Q|θ for ot+1 from train
17: Q− ← Predict Q|θ− for st+1 from target
18: Q−maxt+1

= max Q−

19: if ot+1 is terminal then
20: yt ← rt
21: else
22: yt ← rt + γQ−maxt+1

23: Endif
24: calculate loss L = (yt −Qt)

2

25: Endfor
26: fit train
27: After C steps θ− ← θ

28: Endwhile
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Figure 4.2: The LSTM architecture is depicted. The input is a variable length se-
quence with 5D features, which is fed to a 1D convolution layer. The outputs are then
fed to the LSTM layer which is connected to a time-distributed dense layer outputting
five Q-values for five actions to be taken by the SHS.

given by

L(st, at|θ) = (rt + γmax
a
Q(st+1, a|θ−)−Q(st, at|θ))2. (4.28)

4.4 Experiments and Results

In this section, we present our results using both the proposed POSHS and the

baseline LSTM. In the first experiment, we evaluate the POSHS performance by its

accuracy in identifying the occupant in the environment. In the second experiment,

similar to the previous chapter, we evaluate the impact of the SHS on the occupant

by measuring the time-steps required by the occupant to set TH with and without

the SHS. We further compare those results to the LSTM baseline.
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Figure 4.3: Training accuracy for 2 to 5 human models versus the number of training
episodes.

4.4.1 Experiment A

In this experiment, we measure the performance of the POSHS in identifying oc-

cupants while learning the thermal preferences of each user. We train each human

model separately for 350 episodes such that each model can complete each activity

while also setting the optimal TH. Next, we train the POSHS with the trained occu-

pant for 150 episodes. During the training of the POSHS, a human model is chosen

randomly before each episode. Finally, each human model is run with the POSHS for

50 episodes to evaluate the final performance of the system.

First, we only experiment with two human models, namely Ha and Hb. We

set the metabolism indices for Ha to [1, 1.2, 1.4] based on [13, 67]. For Hb, slightly

different indices are required. We therefore add 0.05 to each of the indices for Ha

to achieve [1.15, 1.25, 1.45] for Hb for the PMV range of d0.25. We use τJSD = 0.13

which empirically showed the best results in preliminary tests. Figure 4.3 shows the

accuracy of identifying the current model correctly during the training of POSHS.
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(a) d0.25
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Figure 4.4: Model Ha belief update for overlapping (d0.5) and non-overlapping (d0.25)
TH preferences (with Model Hb). In (a), POSHS learns the activity-specific TH
distributions (12D) of the occupant while in plot (b), it learns the episode-specific
TH distribution (4D) of the occupant.

As discussed earlier, the occupant identification is performed by comparing the TH

preference distribution estimated by the POSHS from the episode to the ones stored

in the pool of distributions using the JSD, and selecting the best match. It can be

seen on the Figure 4.3 that the performance quickly achieves an accuracy of 85% and

converges to nearly 100% accuracy.

To further evaluate the POSHS performance, we repeat the experiment using a

wider PMV range of d0.50, leading the human models to have more overlapping TH

preference distributions. Figure 4.4(a) shows the average belief of the POSHS over

the occupant during the test episodes. As we can see, when the human model TH

preference distributions overlap, it takes more time-steps for the POSHS to properly

identify the model’s distribution. To further determine if maintaining the per-activity

TH preference distributions (12 dimensional: µ and σ for T and H given each activity)

is an important factor in the POSHS’s performances, we repeat the same experiment
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once more, but using a TH preference distribution that does not encode activity-

specific preferences (4 dimensional: µ and σ for T and H for each episode). The

results are shown in Figure 4.4(b). As we can see, compared to Figure 4.4(a), the

two curves are now relatively slow at identifying the current occupant, even when

their preference distributions do not overlap as much. For a 12d representation, we

re-run preliminary experiments and find τJSD = 0.20 which empirically showed the

best results.

Finally, we repeat the same experiment, using 3, 4, and 5 different human models

with a PMV range of d0.25 (and the 12D TH preference representation). To do so,

we increase the indices of HA by small fixed amounts to get the metabolism indices

for the new human models HC , HD and HE. The final values are [1.15, 1.22, 1.35],

[1.15, 1.25, 1.4], and [1.05, 1.3, 1.45], respectively. The final accuracies as well as its

test F1 scores are reported in Table 4.1. We observe that with only two human models,

the POSHS is able to perform identification with high accuracy based on the thermal

preferences. We also observe that with the integration of more human models, the

accuracy drops to due to the increased overlap between TH preferences. Nonetheless,

strong results (68%) above chance level (20%) are still obtained for higher number of

human models, for instance 5.

4.4.2 Experiment B

Here, we evaluate how both approaches, the POSHS and the LSTM model, per-

form in terms of rewards and time steps required for the human occupant to set TH as

we increase the number of humans models in the home. Note that both POSHS and

LSTM must form an internal representation of the underlying hidden state. POSHS
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Table 4.1: POSHS mean Accuracies (in %) and F1 Scores for up to 5 human models.

Model
POSHS

Accuracy F1 Score

2 Models
Model Ha 0.98 0.98
Model Hb 0.98 0.98
Mean 0.98 0.98

3 Models

Model Ha 0.84 0.89
Model Hb 0.94 0.94
Model Hc 0.93 0.88
Mean 0.91 0.90

4 Models

Model Ha 0.60 0.67
Model Hb 0.83 0.83
Model Hc 0.90 0.78
Model Hd 0.77 0.77
Mean 0.76 0.76

5 Models

Model Ha 0.67 0.63
Model Hb 0.60 0.60
Model Hc 0.88 0.78
Model Hd 0.70 0.70
Model He 0.62 0.70
Mean 0.67 0.68

Table 4.2: Mean Reward values for up to 5 human models for the POSHS and LSTM
baseline in comparison to when the SHS is not integrated (higher values are better).

Model Without SHS POSHS LSTM

2 Models 284 ± 1.17 291 ±1.14 290 ±1.62
3 Models 283 ± 1.80 291 ±1.81 286 ±2.78
4 Models 283 ± 1.92 287 ±3.49 284 ±3.89
5 Models 283 ± 2.35 286 ±4.30 283 ±5.70

does it by explicitly estimating the current occupant’s TH preference, while the LSTM

builds an internal representation based on the sequence of observed actions (TH and

activities).

Similar to Experiment A, we train the LSTM with the trained human occupant

for 175 episodes with a learning rate of 0.001. During the training, a human model is
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chosen randomly at the beginning of the episode. We repeat the experiment for up

to 5 human models. For testing purposes, we test the LSTM model for 50 episodes

to evaluate the final performance. Therefore, both POSHS and LSTM were tested

under the same training and testing conditions.

The performance in terms of the occupant’s rewards for both SHS models are

shown in Table 4.2. There is a slight increase in the observed mean reward for the

occupants with the SHS in comparison to mean reward without the SHS, suggesting

that the human occupants spend less time changing the TH in the presence of the SHS

model. We then measure the actual number of time-steps required by the occupants

to set their preferences with the SHS models compared to the time-steps required by

the occupants without the SHS. This is shown in Figure 4.5 where we present the

results for 2, 3, 4, and 5 human occupants in the SHS. It is observed that the number

of extra time steps taken by the occupants are close for POSHS and LSTM for up

to 3 occupants. However, when compared to Figure 4.5(a) and (b) in Figure 4.5(c)

and (d), the difference between the time-steps of LSTM and POSHS increases with

more human occupants. Furthermore, referring back to Table 4.2, we observe that

POSHS slightly outperforms the LSTM model as the amount of reward received by

the occupant with POSHS is higher, and the difference increases as the number of

human models increases.

The LSTM training loss curve is presented in Figure 4.6, showing that the LSTM

struggles to learn the Q-values accurately as the number of occupants increases. This

is particularly highlighted with 4 and 5 human models, where the LSTM seems to

suffer from considerable forgetting [76] (depicted by the peaks in the training loss

curve) due to the changing weights of the network required to learn the sequences of
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Figure 4.5: Mean time-steps taken to set the TH without the SHS, with POSHS, and
with the LSTM baseline for (a) two, (b) three, (c) four, and (d) five human models
(lower values are better).

different TH preferences.

4.4.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigate the scenario where limited information about the

occupants is available to the smart home, resulting is often sub-optimal actions by the

smart home in a given state. In order to tackle this problem we modify our smart home

by allowing it to learn to recognize the occupant’s thermal preference distributions

using Bayesian modelling, which helps maintain a belief over the hidden user state
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Figure 4.6: Mean training loss of the LSTM baseline with a combination of two to
five human models in the environment.

that the smart home uses to improve its policy. As a baseline for comparison, we

design an approach in which the temporal relations between the TH sequences are

learned to approximate the hidden state. We integrate both smart home models

with up to 5 human models and evaluate them based on their ability to identify

the underlying state (or occupant’s TH preferences), as well as the overall human

performance in terms of human rewards and time steps spent changing the TH with

the SHS. Finally, we compare the POSHS with the baseline model that aims to learn

its own representation of underlying states of the partially observable environment.

Our simulations show good performance with POSHS when the number of human

occupants are low without an increase in time required to set the thermal preferences

by the occupant. Similar performance was observed with the baseline. With more

human models integrated in the environment, the time-step difference between the

baseline and POSHS increases where the occupants now take more time to set the

TH with the baseline compared to the POSHS model. In the end, with our simulated
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experiments, we demonstrate that in an environment where the user information is

not fully observable it is possible to approximate the user’s hidden state with multiple

occupants without having an impact on the user’s behavior even with sub-optimal

approximations.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter summarizes the work presented in this thesis and later discusses the

limitations and possible future directions.

5.1 Summary

In this thesis, we investigated the interaction between simulated human and smart

home models in the context of setting thermal preferences for a given activity per-

formed by the human model. To do so, we simulated humans based on hierarchical

reinforcement learning capable of deciding when to continue a task or to leave the

current task to pursue a different task with a higher expected reward. While doing

so, the human models can also set thermal preferences as per activity requirements

to reach optimal comfort. Previous works in hierarchical reinforcement learning has

shown significant similarity to how humans break down a task while also being able

to anticipate rewards from external tasks. Initially, we designed our smart home

based on Q-learning to learn the preferences of the human model for each activity.

We observed that human models with a different thermal reward function than the

one with which the smart home is trained, show behavior anomalies such as frequent
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switching and an increase in the time required to set the thermal preferences. We later

combined the smart home with two human models sharing the same environment in

which similar results were found.

Depending on the two selected human models, we observed improved performance

for the two models with and without the smart home. For instance, activities were

permuted to share the same thermal preference thereby reducing each other’s time-

steps to set the optimal preferences. Nonetheless, a model different from the one for

which the smart home was trained lead to frequent activity switching and frequent

change to the temperature and humidity when the optimal comfort range varied. Our

study highlights that it is necessary for smart homes to be validated on a wide variety

of audiences to make the homes robust in order to avoid unintended impacts on the

user’s well being.

In our next contribution, we investigated whether smart homes can optimize the

thermal preferences of a user in an environment where the user information is limited

to the thermal preferences and the activity that the occupant is performing. In this

scenario where the environment is partially observable as the smart home does not

have the human state information, we re-model our smart home to approximate the

underlying state. Here the smart home maintains a conditional probability over the

human state thus formulating the partial observable environment as a fully observ-

able environment. The smart home learns the probability distribution of each user’s

optimal thermal preference for each activity. In the end, we obtain a 12 dimensional

vector that represents the mean and standard deviation of thermal preferences of

the occupant for three activities. To differentiate between the thermal distributions

of different human models, we used the Jensen-Shanon divergence statistic. When
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a distribution with divergence higher than the Jensen threshold is encountered, a

new human node is created with a new Q-table and is updated with the learned

distribution, otherwise the closest matching distribution is updated.

To further evaluate our results, we implemented a baseline model of a smart

home based on long short-term memory networks to learn the unobservable human

state and its thermal sequence. The hidden state or the encoded latent state is

then passed to each LSTM cell which approximates the underlying hidden state. To

compare our proposed and baseline models, we evaluated them with up to 5 human

models. In the scenario with 2 or 3 human models, our method performed optimally

to approximate the hidden occupants state using their TH distributions. Using this

approximation, the smart home successfully learned the optimal TH preferences for

each human occupant thereby managing to reduce the time required to set the TH

by the occupant. With the integration of 4 or 5 human models, the belief accuracy

was lowered because of overlap between thermal preferences. However, the time-steps

required to set thermal preference by the user was increased with the smart home.

On the other hand, the LSTM model performed very similar to POSHS for up to

3 human models in optimally selecting an action. However, beyond 3 occupants,

the performance of the LSTM baseline degraded, as the number of time-steps for the

occupants with LSTM increased more than when the occupants were with the POSHS.

With this experiment, our proposed model proved to be more reliable in learning the

multiple occupants’ thermal preferences with limited available information.
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5.2 Limitations and Future work

We investigated the impacts of smart homes on human models when the underly-

ing thermal reward structure is unknown. This simulated study has some limitations

due to the assumptions made for both the home and human model. Following we

provide a brief description of these limitations and potential future works with which

to address them.

First, we have made some assumptions regarding the human model based on exist-

ing works on human task decomposition, external reward anticipation, and activity-

specific reward functions. We have also excluded factors such as fatigue, dependencies

between human activities, and more complicated factors such as the mental state of

humans, in order to reduce the complexity of our model. In future work, these factors

could be considered to design a more precise human model from publicly available

data. Additionally, more activities may be included for the user to increase the scope

of the proposed human model. Moreover, the thermal comfort of the human model

for our method is based on ASHRAE [13] which relies on average user responses, thus

lacking precise thermal preferences of the occupants. For future work, past data from

each occupant may be used to develop a personalized and accurate thermal comfort

model for the occupants, thus not relying on population-based models. Lastly, in

terms of the proposed model, it is possible to merge deep learning with our proposed

hierarchical reinforcement learning model in order to accommodate the large state

space of the system.

Second, we make simplifying assumptions regarding the thermal model of our

environment using Newton’s law of cooling which is limited to close environments

without accounting factors that may impact the thermal conditions of a real home.
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Future work may include incorporating thermal data from outside the home in order

to develop a more comprehensive thermal model of the smart home. Moreover, our

method for learning occupant TH distributions for potential use towards personaliza-

tion efforts relies on a defined threshold to be used in conjunction with Jensen-Shanon

divergence for separating the distributions. Other divergence metrics could also be

explored like KL divergence, etc. A potential future direction may include the use

of approaches capable of learning the optimum value for the threshold hyperparame-

ter such that the distinctions between the distributions is maximized. Architectures

other than LSTM could also be evaluated.
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